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Do More Good Deeds! 

Words are our Best Weapon Against the Lies of History (Truth 

in the Root of the Word). 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

OSLO – INDIGENOUS LAND OWNER  SUES NORWAY 100 MILLION NOK FOR FULL DISCLOSURE  

OSLO, NORWAY 01 September 2014 – Citing events from January 14-17 2013 and January 24, 2013. Sovereign Crown 

Denderah Cherokee Washitaw Brothers El was arrested and detained at a Oslo Police Station in Gronland; and later moved to 

a Holding Center at Trandum (outside of Oslo), claiming she over-stayed her Visa. 

In the article, Unlawful Detainment and Kidnapping U.N. Violations, she recounts the mistreatment and unlawful tactics used to 

get her to claim possession of the passport, which officers retrieved from the U.S. Embassy in Oslo. The passport was returned in 

2011 and relinquished with the Implied U.S. Citizenship. 

See Original June 2011 Announcement American Relinquish IMPLIED U.S. Citizenship to Save Lives 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2011/06/american-relinquish-u-s-citizenship-to-save-lives-760657.html 

The One hundred Million NOK (100,000,000 NOK) charge is against the Norwegian Police Department for the arrest, 

detention and inhumane treatment.   She states, “such violations should have never occurred considering evidence was 

presented to both the arresting officers, and station officers.” Relating to her status (stateless, foreign to their jurisdiction) and 

standing (Sovereign Crown, Indigenous American). 

Sovereign Crown Denderah states recent vandalism and attacks on her physical body has caused her to invoke members of 

the Norwegian Supreme Court under her authority to reclaim her property, establish shelter and diplomatic (Foreign 

Emissary) protection. She informs, vandalism and assaults have moved into greater levels since May 2014 as documented in a 

video post. . [Please note, since filing this report the video has been severely tampered with. Missing footage, as well as 
image of plain-clothes officer completely removed along with other individuals.]  Video: May 13, 2014 Blue Cross (Oslo, 

Norway) Will There Be Food for Women and Children, Or Just Men? 

Norway’s Commitment to Protection http://www.norway-un.org/Statements/Archived-Statements/Statements-2012/Nordic-

Statements-/C6-Protection-and-security-of-diplomatic-missions-/#.VASRdnY4VhE 

A Call for Full Disclosure of Ancient History Events which took place at the National Library of Norway in Oslo in April 

2013, December 2013 and July 2014, where her research and property were vandalized. She informs the work consisted of 

large amounts of evidence to the original people of Scandinavia, which she adds, “are vastly different from what is 

portrayed”.  

In a letter to the Director of the National Library of Norway, she outlines the vandalism, computer hacking and assaults that 

resulted in months of lost research.  

 

She insists on Full Disclosure of what she calls, True Ancient History of the Scandinavian Region. She calls to account the 

Norwegian Ministry of Culture and Church Affairs to release original documents, maps and cultural artefacts which 

identify the Real Vi (We) kings of the region and their true international origins. 

Sovereign Crown Denderah can be reached for comment on her website, DoMoreGoodDeeds.Wordpress.com 

### 

source: http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/09/indigenous-american-sues-norway-100-million-kroner-for-full-disclosure-2482584.html 

Press Release - Public Notice - Public Record - Filing 

http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2013/01/24/unlawful-detainment-and-kidnapping/
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2011/06/american-relinquish-u-s-citizenship-to-save-lives-760657.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCIEvquKRno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCIEvquKRno
http://www.norway-un.org/Statements/Archived-Statements/Statements-2012/Nordic-Statements-/C6-Protection-and-security-of-diplomatic-missions-/#.VASRdnY4VhE
http://www.norway-un.org/Statements/Archived-Statements/Statements-2012/Nordic-Statements-/C6-Protection-and-security-of-diplomatic-missions-/#.VASRdnY4VhE
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2013/04/11/harassement-at-oslo-national-library-nasjonalbiblioteket/
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/09/indigenous-american-sues-norway-100-million-kroner-for-full-disclosure-2482584.html
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/
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The United Nations and Decolonization 

“Where is the home, cradle of civilization, of those that colonized all 
indigenous lands, and now call themselves native to the lands? For the 

Norwegians, it is not Norway.”— Sovereign Crown Denderah 

5. Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories or 
all other territories which have not yet attained independence, to transfer all 
powers to the peoples of those territories, without any conditions or 
reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed will and desire, without 
any distinction as to race, creed or color, in order to enable them to enjoy complete 
independence and freedom. 

 

Affirming that peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural wealth and resources 
without prejudice to any obligations arising out of international economic co-operation, based upon 
the principle of mutual benefit, and international law, 
 

Believing that the process of liberation is irresistible and irreversible and that, in order to avoid 
serious crises, an end must be put to colonialism and all practices of segregation and 
discrimination associated therewith, 
 

Welcoming the emergence in recent years of a large number of dependent territories into freedom 
and independence, and recognizing the increasingly powerful trends towards freedom in such 
territories which have not yet attained independence, 
 

Convinced that all peoples have an inalienable right to complete freedom, the exercise of their 
sovereignty and the integrity of their national territory, 
 

Solemnly proclaims the necessity of bringing to speedy and unconditional end colonialism in all its 
forms and manifestations; 
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And to this end Declares that: 

1. The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation constitutes a denial 
of fundamental human rights, is contrary to the Charter of the United Nations and is an 
impediment to the promotion of world peace and co-operation. 

2. All peoples have the right to self-determination; by virtue of that right they freely determine their 
political status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development. 

3. Inadequacy of political, economic, social or educational preparedness should never serve as a 
pretext for delaying independence. 

4. All armed action or repressive measures of all kinds directed against dependent peoples shall 
cease in order to enable them to exercise peacefully and freely their right to complete 
independence, and the integrity of their national territory shall be respected. 

5. Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other 
territories which have not yet attained independence, to transfer all powers to the peoples of those 
territories, without any conditions or reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed will 
and desire, without any distinction as to race, creed or colour, in order to enable them to enjoy 
complete independence and freedom. 

6. Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of the national unity and the territorial 
integrity of a country is incompatible with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United 
Nations. 

7. All States shall observe faithfully and strictly the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations, 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the present Declaration on the basis of equality, 
non-interference in the internal affairs of all States, and respect for the sovereign rights of all 
peoples and their territorial integrity. 
 
http://www.un.org/en/decolonization/declaration.shtml 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

RESURRECTION OF DIVINE LAW 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers:EL, Creator, God, ELOHIM. I decree and 

command all jurisdictions, or implied jurisdiction, held by the Roman Empire, Roman Court (Admiralty Law, 

Maritime Law, Civil Law, Common Law, Talmud Court, and all other Courts and Laws), Papal Rule, Western 

Civilization, their allies and partners is hereby Terminated, Null and Void from Beginningless Time (Time 

Immemorial).  

By the term allies, or partners, used in this place, are not simply meant, those who are at peace with another power, but 

those who are engaged in the same war, and in a common cause with that power. So that all, who have come into the 

territories, for it makes no difference with respect to persons, non-persons or things, whether they are in the territories of 

those powers or in their own, they will abide by these commands.  

Society’s use of false time constructs. Where a date is listed; it is merely for the convenience of the reader. 

I command the immediate transfer of Lands (surface, underground, deep underground, underwater), Waters 

(Oceans, Lands of the Seas, Air, Space and All Elements Seen and Unseen to the Indigenous People who are 

Autochthonous to the Planet.  

No privilege of deeming those who wish to save themselves incompetent is permitted. I AM MA’AT. It Is My Will; 

Divine Law Is Resurrected Upon this Planet. So It Is. [Declared for Public Record and Public Notice] 

http://www.un.org/en/decolonization/declaration.shtml
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Declared and Brought into Existence                 

September 11, 2014 

As Earth’s First People, we declare our individual, collective, ancient and indigenous sovereignty over 

every other nation, state, country, government, group or sovereign body, and to the world-at-large. In our 

solemn declaration as The People of Mu (LeMuria and Ancient Atlantis), we ask not for permission or 

endorsement, rather we Demand Respect and Accountability; acknowledgment in our True History and 

International (World) presence, and the honor due to The People. 

[Declared For Public Record- Public Notice-Filing and Recording] 

INVOKED! Divine Authority and Will 

September 22, 2014 

 
 

“I, Denderah, Divine ELOHIM, manifest in Indigenous Flesh and Blood, Soul-bearing Woman, declare 

void ALL Presumptions made by the Roman Court or any other court, law or rule. Notably the key twelve 

presumptions asserted by the Private Bar Guilds; Public Record, Public Service, Public Oath, Immunity, 

Summons, Custody, Court of Guardians, Court of Trustees, Government as Executor/Beneficiary, Executor 

De Son Tort, Incompetence, and Guilt.” 

The following should be noted for Public Record, Public Notice, Filing and Recording, the 

Presumption of Public Service and Public Oath:  

“These Oaths, of the Private Bar Guild and its members, cannot supersede duties as a Public Servant; and 

there is neither greater, nor higher oath, nor duty than that which is endowed from/ and to me, Creator and 

God. Therefore all man, mankind, and all its many sub-species, and variants shall dutifully serve my will.”  

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, Creator and God, ELOHIM; 

declare and invoke Divine Law and Divine Rule of My Authority.  

I command all jurisdictions, whether implied, real or imagined held by the Roman Empire, Roman Court 

(Admiralty Law, Maritime Law, Civil Law, Common Law, Talmud Court, and all other Courts and Laws), 

Papal Rule, Western Civilizations, their allies and partners are hereby Terminated, Null and Void from 

Beginningless Time (Time Immemorial).  

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/weighing_of_the_heart.jpg
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THE HALLS OF MA’AT 

Re-establishing Truth and Balance 

 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/halls-of-maat-1.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/halls-of-maat-2.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/halls-of-maat-3.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/halls-of-maat-4.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/halls-of-maat-5.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/halls-of-maat-6.png
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I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, Creator and God, 

ELOHIM; declare and invoke Divine Law and Divine Rule, Law of Ma’at by My Authority. 

I command all jurisdictions, whether implied, real or imagined held by the Roman Empire, 

Roman Court (Admiralty Law, Maritime Law, Civil Law, Common Law, Talmud Court, and 

all other Courts and Laws), Papal Rule, Western Civilizations, their allies and partners are 

hereby Terminated, Null and Void from Beginningless Time (Time Immemorial). 

SUBMIT MY WILL TO: Tore Schei, Liv Gjølstad, Steinar Tjomsland, Magnus 

Matningsdal, Jens Edvin A. Skoghøy, Karl Arne Utgård, Ingse Stabel, Toril Marie Øie, 

Bård Tønder, Clement Endresen, Hilde Indreberg, Arnfinn Bårdsen, Bergljot Webster, 

Wilhelm Matheson, Kristin Normann, Ragnhild Noer, Henrik Bull, Knut H. Kallerud, Per 

Erik Bergsjø, Arne Ringnes, Wenche Elizabeth Arntzen. 

                                                              [So It Is] 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/halls-of-maat-7.png
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RESURRECTION of Divine Law (The Primal Laws of the Universe)  

Law of MA’AT, Supports creation and prevents the world from falling into 

chaos. This is a crucial rule. I AM Truth, Judgment, Balance and Harmony. 

Law which is innate and can be derived from Nature is the binding element in any Society. 

Once this element has been severely damaged, Life is threatened and chaos ensues.  

ROLE of the HALLS OF MA’AT  

The forementioned people will use their energy, talents and ability to do my bidding and 

accomplish My Will (orders) to re-establish MA’AT.  Their role will be that of Executor of My 

Will. Their power of authority is only that which is given, per My Will. Meetings will NOT be 

taken or given in chambers, assembly, in-session or any other locations (or verbiage) indicative to 

the imagined, real or implied Kingdom of Norway, its government,  persons or non-persons relative 

to the Roman court, or any other Courts or Laws.  

Meetings shall be held in a conference room in-person, via landline phone, or video conference for 

all matter relating to, or pertaining to the HALLS OF MA’AT (Ma’at, ma’at), ELOHIM (Elohim, 

elohim), Sovereign Crown Denderah (DENDERAH, denderah), and the re-establishment of 

MA’AT. A list of Action Items will be given and made available for Public Notice, Public Record, 

Recording and Filing. The first edict is listed below.  

It is IMPERATIVE that this order is completed and accomplished by Monday, September 29, 

2014.  

From the Etheric to the Physical  

1. Immediate shelter/ accommodations will be made  

2. Clothes and shoes appropriate for weather will be established  

3. Damaged property will be made new  

4. Security detail and Transportation (details to follow) 

you will be judged by your deeds…  

[Decreed on September 25, 2014] 

http://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/maat2.jpg
http://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2013/05/side9.jpg
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CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY-GUILTY 

September 30, 2014 

 

When Norwegian King Haakon VII fled Norway for London during its Nazi Occupation 1940-1945,  

I don’t recall him being given a floor to sleep on, nor a wooden crate. And I also assume he was able to dine 

without being molested, attacked or inconvenienced in anyway. From what I recall reading he was given the 

luxuries of someone of his status and standing- that of Royalty…and I expect nothing less. 

(The above image of Nazis having the time of their life in Norway. Holocaust Memorial Museum, Norway) 

A Blatant Disregard for Human Life 

 (Image to the right of the computer screen at the Law Library.)  

 

The charge remains, who is responsible for the deterioration and 

mental instability of a society? That responsibility rest upon its 

government, to whom its citizenry pays its taxes. 

In an attempt to cover-up the involvement of their law 

enforcement, Norway is 

attempting to say these 

acts of vandalism and violence are the antics of youths and bullying. 

As I have shown and proven the majority of these acts are committed 

by middle-aged, white skinned people with grey hair. 

(image from article: Will the Real Eilert Sundt, please Stand-up!) 

http://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/middle-aged-norwegians-acts-of-violence-3.png
http://www.ushmm.org/wlc/en/article.php?ModuleId=10005460
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2013/05/16/will-the-real-eilert-sundt-please-stand-up/
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/not-an-occupation-an-agreement.jpg
http://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/computer-having-problems-at-the-law-library-29sept14.png
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As during Norway’s Nazi Occupation, where Norwegian police 

and paramilitary formations elicited civilians and youths in 

collaborative efforts to support the SS and German officers, today 

we see the same behavioral characteristics. 

Police Harassment and Evidence Tampering: 

Accounts have been tampered with; videos removed and website 

interrupted, computer broken, hard drive containing research 

stolen, other recording devices disabled and broken. These are 

attempts to keep the general public and world from knowing what 

is happening, and uncovering the True History. 

(image from video: The Jesuit and the Constitution) 

Let the Evidence Show: It was Not youths that went to the U.S. Embassy in Oslo to retrieve a passport 

(interfering with process), and held me Against My Will to intimidate me into 

taking it. Regarding the video, Will there be food for women and children or just 

men. The video has been tampered with as you can see by the number of cuts. 

But what is really interesting to note is the people that were removed (advanced 

technology used) from the video evidence, namely the police officer.  

 

Videos:  1. Who is responsible for the mental collapse of a populous?   

2. Tell’in on the Nazis of Norway 

 
All people have the right to Know, Research, Investigate and Question 
their respective history. 

See report, October 23, 2014.  

 

 
 

[Decreed on September 30, 2014] 

http://dev2.checkoutthelatest.com/DoMoreGoodDeeds&watch=EhEJT-urgZM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvzMv1frsgw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS5CcID0A-g
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/police-harassment-video-the-jesuit-and-the-constitution.png
http://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/middle-aged-norwegians-acts-of-violence-2.png
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Crimes Against Humanity: A Duty to Divine Law 

October 01, 2014 

 

 

PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING – FILING 

Norway’s Acts and Crimes Against Humanity- Guilty 

SUBMIT MY WILL TO: Tore Schei, Liv Gjølstad, Steinar Tjomsland, Magnus Matningsdal, Jens 

Edvin A. Skoghøy, Karl Arne Utgård, Ingse Stabel, Toril Marie Øie, Bård Tønder, Clement Endresen, Hilde 

Indreberg, Arnfinn Bårdsen, Bergljot Webster, Wilhelm Matheson, Kristin Normann, Ragnhild Noer, 

Henrik Bull, Knut H. Kallerud, Per Erik Bergsjø, Arne Ringnes, Wenche Elizabeth Arntzen. 

THE RESURRECTION OF DIVINE LAW WILL RE-ESTABHISH BALANCE! 

The lawlessness and imbalance of justice which has permeated this planet has reached destructive levels. 

Laws which were agreed upon were not enforced nor honored, and laws and judgments administered (and 

enforced) were not standardized, equal and balanced. This imbalance has given way to the lawlessness of 

those in positions of power and influence. 

Please review below the United Nations (U.N.) Charter agreements Norway, U.N. Member State, has agreed 

to protect and uphold relative to; International Protection of Stateless, Indigenous Beings, and The 

Convention on Genocide.  

http://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/dz.png
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Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes  

Against Internationally Protected Persons, including Diplomatic Agents,  

Annexed to General Assembly Resolution 3166 (XVIII) of 14 December 1973 

Article 1 

1. “Internationally protected person” means: 

(a) A Head of State, including any member of a collegial body performing the functions of a Head of State 

under the constitution of the State concerned, a Head of Government or a Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

whenever any such person is in a foreign State, as well as members of his family who accompany him; 

(b) Any representative or official of a State or any official or other agent of an international 

organization of an intergovernmental character who, at the time when and in the place where a crime 

against him, his official premises, his private accommodation or his means of transport is committed, 

is entitled pursuant to international law to special protection from any attack on his person, freedom 

or dignity, as well as members of his family forming part of his household. 

2. “Alleged offender” means a person as to whom there is sufficient evidence to determine prima facie that 

he has committed or participated in one or more of the crimes set forth in article 2. 

Article 2 

 

1. The intentional commission of: 

(a) A murder, kidnapping or other attack upon the person or liberty of an internationally protected 

person; 
b) A violent attack upon the official premises, the private accommodation or the means of transport of 

an internationally protected person likely to endanger his person or liberty; 

(c) A threat to commit any such attack; 

(d) An attempt to commit any such attack; and 

(e) An act constituting participation as an accomplice in any such attack shall be made by each State 

Party a crime under its internal law. 

 

2. Each State Party shall make these crimes punishable by appropriate penalties which take into 

account their grave nature. 

 

3. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this article in no way derogate from the obligations of States Parties under 

international law to take all appropriate measures to prevent other attacks on the person, freedom or dignity 

of an internationally protected person. 

Article 3 

 

1. Each State Party shall take such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over the 

crimes set forth in article 2 in the following cases: 

 

(a) When the crime is committed in the territory of that State or on board a ship or aircraft registered in that 

State; 

(b) When the alleged offender is a national of that State; 

(c) When the crime is committed against an internationally protected person as defined in article 1 

who enjoys his status as such by virtue of functions which he exercises on behalf of that State. 
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2. Each State Party shall likewise take such measures as may be necessary to establish its jurisdiction over 

these crimes in cases where the alleged offender is present in its territory and it does not extradite him 

pursuant to article 8 to any of the States mentioned in paragraph 1 of this article. 

 

3. This Convention does not exclude any criminal jurisdiction exercised in accordance with internal law. 

Article 4 

 

States Parties shall cooperate in the prevention of the crimes set forth in article 2, particularly by: 

(a) taking all practicable measures to prevent preparations in their respective territories for the 

commission of those crimes within or outside their territories; 

(b) exchanging information and coordinating the taking of administrative and other measures as 

appropriate to prevent the commission of those crimes. 

Articles 5-20: http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/9_4_1973.pdf 

Declaration on Principles of International Law  

concerning Friendly Relations  and Co-operation  

among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations 

[Indigenous People are separate and distinct; alien to this administration; and have a separate and distinct 

status from the administrators of the colonial occupiers of the land.] 

Content: 

The principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples 

By virtue of the principle of equal rights and self-determination of peoples enshrined in the Charter of the 

United Nations, all peoples have the right freely to determine, without external interference, their political 

status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural development, and every State has the duty to respect 

this right in accordance with the provisions of the Charter. 

Every State has the duty to promote, through joint and separate action, realization of the principle of equal 

rights and self-determination of peoples, in accordance with the provisions of the Charter, and to render 

assistance to the United Nations in carrying out the responsibilities entrusted to it by the Charter regarding 

the implementation of the principle, in order: 

a. To promote friendly relations and co-operation among States; and 

b. To bring a speedy end to colonialism, having due regard to the freely expressed will of the peoples 

concerned; 

and bearing in mind that subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domination and exploitation 

constitutes a violation of the principle, as well as a denial of fundamental human rights, and is 

contrary to the Charter. 

Every State has the duty to promote through joint and separate action universal respect for and 

observance of human rights and fundamental freedoms in accordance with the Charter. 

The establishment of a sovereign and independent State, the free association or integration with an 

independent State or the emergence into any other political status freely determined by a people constitute 

modes of implementing the right of self-determination by that people. 

http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/conventions/9_4_1973.pdf
http://www.un-documents.net/charter.htm
http://www.un-documents.net/charter.htm
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Every State has the duty to refrain from any forcible action which deprives peoples referred to above 

in the elaboration of the present principle of their right to self-determination and freedom and 

independence. In their actions against, and resistance to, such forcible action in pursuit of the exercise of 

their right to self-determination, such peoples are entitled to seek and to receive support in accordance with 

the purposes and principles of the Charter. 

The territory of a colony or other Non-Self-Governing Territory has, under the Charter, a status 

separate and distinct from the territory of the State administering it; and such separate and distinct 

status under the Charter shall exist until the people of the colony or Non-Self-Governing Territory 

have exercised their right of self-determination in accordance with the Charter, and particularly its 

purposes and principles. 

source: http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm 

Convention on Statelessness (1954) 

Considering that the Charter of the United Nations and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights approved on 10 

December 1948 by the General Assembly of the United Nations have affirmed the principle that human beings shall 

enjoy fundamental rights and freedoms without discrimination. 

Content: For the Purpose of this Convention, the term “stateless person” means a person who is not considered as a 

national by any State under the operation of its law. 

Exemption from exceptional measures 

With regard to exceptional measures which may be taken against the person, property or interests of nationals or 

former nationals of a foreign State, the Contracting States shall not apply such measures to a stateless person solely on 

account of his having previously possessed the nationality of the foreign State in question. Contracting States which, 

under their legislation, are prevented from applying the general principle expressed in this article shall, in appropriate 

cases, grant exemptions in favor of such stateless persons.  [See video: Postliminum] 

Constitution Society: II. Postliminium therefore, according to its original signification, means the right, 

accruing to any one in consequence of his return home from captivity. 

http://www.constitution.org/gro/djbp_309.htm 

Freedom of movement 

Each Contracting State shall accord to stateless persons lawfully in its territory the right to choose their place of 

residence and to move freely within its territory, subject to any regulations applicable to aliens generally in the same 

circumstances. 

Housing 

As regards housing, the Contracting States, in so far as the matter is regulated by laws or regulations or is subject to 

the control of public authorities, shall accord to stateless persons lawfully staying in their  [own] territory treatment as 

favorable as possible and, in any event, not less favorable than that accorded to aliens generally in the same 

circumstances.  [note: Emphasis mine] 

Self-employment 

The Contracting States shall accord to a stateless person lawfully in their territory treatment as favorable as possible 

and, in any event, not less favorable than that accorded to aliens generally in the same circumstances, as regards the 

http://www.un-documents.net/a25r2625.htm
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcSoiiclC_s
http://www.constitution.org/gro/djbp_309.htm
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right to engage on his own account in agriculture, industry, handicrafts and commerce and to establish commercial 

and industrial companies. 

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/StatelessPersons.aspx 

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007): 

Principle of Free, Prior and Informed Consent In International and Domestic Practices 

[READ THEM ALL, they all apply. It will be referenced to in the following material.]  

The General Assembly, 

Guided by the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations, and good faith in the fulfilment of the 

obligations assumed by States in accordance with the Charter. Affirming that indigenous peoples are equal to all other 

peoples, while recognizing the right of all peoples to be different, to consider themselves different, and 

to be respected as such. Concerned that indigenous peoples have suffered from historic injustices as a result of, 

inter alia, their colonization and dispossession of their lands, territories and resources, thus preventing them from 

exercising, in particular, their right to development in accordance with their own needs and interests. Recognizing 

the urgent need to respect and promote the inherent rights of indigenous peoples which derive from 

their political, economic and social structures and from their cultures, spiritual traditions, histories and philosophies, 

especially their rights to their lands, territories and resources. 

Content: 

Collective rights of indigenous people, as well as their rights to culture, identity, language and other 

issues. 

Article 1 

Indigenous peoples have the right to the full enjoyment, as a collective or as individuals, of all human rights and 

fundamental freedoms as recognized in the Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

and international human rights law. 

Article 2 

Indigenous peoples and individuals are free and equal to all other peoples and individuals and have the right to be free 

from any kind of discrimination, in the exercise of their rights, in particular that based on their indigenous origin or 

identity. 

Article 3 

Indigenous peoples have the right to self-determination. By virtue of that right they freely determine their political 

status and freely pursue their economic, social and cultural development. 

Article 4 

Indigenous peoples, in exercising their right to self-determination, have the right to autonomy or self-government in 

matters relating to their internal and local affairs, as well as ways and means for financing their autonomous 

functions. 

 

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/StatelessPersons.aspx
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Article 5 

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinct political, legal, economic, social and 

cultural institutions, while retaining their right to participate fully, if they so choose, in the political, economic, social 

and cultural life of the State. 

Article 6 

Every indigenous individual has the right to a nationality. 

Article 7 

1. Indigenous individuals have the rights to life, physical and mental integrity, liberty and security of person. 

2. Indigenous peoples have the collective right to live in freedom, peace and security as distinct peoples and shall 

not be subjected to any act of genocide or any other act of violence, including forcibly removing children of 

the group to another group. 

Article 8 

1. Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right not to be subjected to forced assimilation or 

destruction of their culture. 

2. States shall provide effective mechanisms for prevention of, and redress for: 

(a) Any action which has the aim or effect of depriving them of their integrity as distinct peoples, or of 

their cultural values or ethnic identities; 

(b) Any action which has the aim or effect of dispossessing them of their lands, territories or resources; 

(c) Any form of forced population transfer which has the aim or effect of violating or undermining any of 

their rights; 

(d) Any form of forced assimilation or integration; 

(e) Any form of propaganda designed to promote or incite racial or ethnic discrimination directed 

against them. 

Article 9 

Indigenous peoples and individuals have the right to belong to an indigenous community or nation, in accordance 

with the traditions and customs of the community or nation concerned. No discrimination of any kind may arise from 

the exercise of such a right. 

Article 10 

Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their lands or territories. No relocation shall take place without 

the free, prior and informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned and after agreement on just and fair 

compensation and, where possible, with the option of return. 

Article 11 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to practice and revitalize their cultural traditions and customs. This 

includes the right to maintain, protect and develop the past, present and future manifestations of their 
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cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts, designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual 

and performing arts and literature. 

2. States shall provide redress through effective mechanisms, which may include restitution, developed in 

conjunction with indigenous peoples, with respect to their cultural, intellectual, religious and spiritual 

property taken without their free, prior and informed consent or in violation of their laws, traditions and 

customs. 

Article 12 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to manifest, practice, develop and teach their spiritual and religious 

traditions, customs and ceremonies; the right to maintain, protect, and have access in privacy to their 

religious and cultural sites; the right to the use and control of their ceremonial objects; and the right to the 

repatriation of their human remains. 

2. States shall seek to enable the access and/or repatriation of ceremonial objects and human remains in their 

possession through fair, transparent and effective mechanisms developed in conjunction with indigenous 

peoples concerned. 

Article 13 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to revitalize, use, develop and transmit to future generations their histories, 

languages, oral traditions, philosophies, writing systems and literatures, and to designate and retain their 

own names for communities, places and persons. 

2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that this right is protected and also to ensure that indigenous 

peoples can understand and be understood in political, legal and administrative proceedings, where 

necessary through the provision of interpretation or by other appropriate means. 

Article 14 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish and control their educational systems and institutions 

providing education in their own languages, in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching 

and learning. 

2. Indigenous individuals, particularly children, have the right to all levels and forms of education of the State 

without discrimination. 

3. States shall, in conjunction with indigenous peoples, take effective measures, in order for indigenous 

individuals, particularly children, including those living outside their communities, to have access, when 

possible, to an education in their own culture and provided in their own language. 

Article 15 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the dignity and diversity of their cultures, traditions, histories and 

aspirations which shall be appropriately reflected in education and public information. 

2. States shall take effective measures, in consultation and cooperation with the indigenous peoples concerned, 

to combat prejudice and eliminate discrimination and to promote tolerance, understanding and good 

relations among indigenous peoples and all other segments of society. 

Article 16 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to establish their own media in their own languages and to have access to 

all forms of non-indigenous media without discrimination. 

2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that State-owned media duly reflect indigenous cultural 

diversity. States, without prejudice to ensuring full freedom of expression, should encourage privately owned 

media to adequately reflect indigenous cultural diversity. 
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Article 17 

1. Indigenous individuals and peoples have the right to enjoy fully all rights established under applicable 

international and domestic labor law. 

2. States shall in consultation and cooperation with indigenous peoples take specific measures to protect 

indigenous children from economic exploitation and from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous 

or to interfere with the child’s education, or to be harmful to the child’s health or physical, mental, spiritual, 

moral or social development, taking into account their special vulnerability and the importance of education 

for their empowerment. 

3. Indigenous individuals have the right not to be subjected to any discriminatory conditions of labour and, inter 

alia, employment or salary. 

Article 18 

Indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-making in matters which would affect their rights, 

through representatives chosen by themselves in accordance with their own procedures, as well as to maintain and 

develop their own indigenous decision making institutions. 

Article 19 

States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own 

representative institutions in order to obtain their free, prior and informed consent before adopting and implementing 

legislative or administrative measures that may affect them. 

Article 20 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and develop their political, economic and social systems or 

institutions, to be secure in the enjoyment of their own means of subsistence and development, and to 

engage freely in all their traditional and other economic activities. 

2. Indigenous peoples deprived of their means of subsistence and development are entitled to just and fair 

redress. 

Article 21 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right, without discrimination, to the improvement of their economic and social 

conditions, including, inter alia, in the areas of education, employment, vocational training and retraining, 

housing, sanitation, health and social security. 

2. States shall take effective measures and, where appropriate, special measures to ensure continuing 

improvement of their economic and social conditions. Particular attention shall be paid to the rights and 

special needs of indigenous elders, women, youth, children and persons with disabilities. 

Article 22 

1. Particular attention shall be paid to the rights and special needs of indigenous elders, women, youth, children 

and persons with disabilities in the implementation of this Declaration. 

2. States shall take measures, in conjunction with indigenous peoples, to ensure that indigenous women and 

children enjoy the full protection and guarantees against all forms of violence and discrimination. 

Article 23 

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for exercising their right to 

development. In particular, indigenous peoples have the right to be actively involved in developing and determining 
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health, housing and other economic and social programs affecting them and, as far as possible, to administer such 

programs through their own institutions. 

 

 

Article 24 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to their traditional medicines and to maintain their health practices, 

including the conservation of their vital medicinal plants, animals and minerals. Indigenous individuals also 

have the right to access, without any discrimination, to all social and health services. 

2. Indigenous individuals have an equal right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and 

mental health. States shall take the necessary steps with a view to achieving progressively the full realization 

of this right. 

Article 25 

Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual relationship with their 

traditionally owned or otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and coastal seas and other resources and 

to uphold their responsibilities to future generations in this regard. 

Article 26 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands, territories and resources which they have traditionally owned, 

occupied or otherwise used or acquired. 

2. Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use, develop and control the lands, territories and resources that 

they possess by reason of traditional ownership or other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which 

they have otherwise acquired. 

3. States shall give legal recognition and protection to these lands, territories and resources. Such recognition 

shall be conducted with due respect to the customs, traditions and land tenure systems of the indigenous 

peoples concerned. 

Article 27 

States shall establish and implement, in conjunction with indigenous peoples concerned, a fair, independent, 

impartial, open and transparent process, giving due recognition to indigenous peoples’ laws, traditions, customs and 

land tenure systems, to recognize and adjudicate the rights of indigenous peoples pertaining to their lands, territories 

and resources, including those which were traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used. Indigenous peoples 

shall have the right to participate in this process. 

Article 28 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to redress, by means that can include restitution or, when this is not 

possible, just, fair and equitable compensation, for the lands, territories and resources which they have 

traditionally owned or otherwise occupied or used, and which have been confiscated, taken, occupied, used 

or damaged without their free, prior and informed consent. 

2. Unless otherwise freely agreed upon by the peoples concerned, compensation shall take the form of lands, 

territories and resources equal in quality, size and legal status or of monetary compensation or other 

appropriate redress. 
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Article 29 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the conservation and protection of the environment and the productive 

capacity of their lands or territories and resources. States shall establish and implement assistance programs 

for indigenous peoples for such conservation and protection, without discrimination. 

2. States shall take effective measures to ensure that no storage or disposal of hazardous materials shall take 

place in the lands or territories of indigenous peoples without their free, prior and informed consent. 

3. States shall also take effective measures to ensure, as needed, that programmes for monitoring, maintaining 

and restoring the health of indigenous peoples, as developed and implemented by the peoples affected by 

such materials, are duly implemented. 

Article 30 

1. Military activities shall not take place in the lands or territories of indigenous peoples, unless justified by a 

relevant public interest or otherwise freely agreed with or requested by the indigenous peoples concerned. 

2. States shall undertake effective consultations with the indigenous peoples concerned, through appropriate 

procedures and in particular through their representative institutions, prior to using their lands or 

territories for military activities. 

Article 31 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their cultural heritage, traditional 

knowledge and traditional cultural expressions, as well as the manifestations of their sciences, technologies 

and cultures, including human and genetic resources, seeds, medicines, knowledge of the properties of fauna 

and flora, oral traditions, literatures, designs, sports and traditional games and visual and performing arts. 

They also have the right to maintain, control, protect and develop their intellectual property over such 

cultural heritage, traditional knowledge, and traditional cultural expressions. 

2. In conjunction with indigenous peoples, States shall take effective measures to recognize and protect the 

exercise of these rights. 

Article 32 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for the development or 

use of their lands or territories and other resources. 

2. States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own 

representative institutions in order to obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any 

project affecting their lands or territories and other resources, particularly in connection with the 

development, utilization or exploitation of mineral, water or other resources. 

3. States shall provide effective mechanisms for just and fair redress for any such activities, and appropriate 

measures shall be taken to mitigate adverse environmental, economic, social, cultural or spiritual impact. 

Article 33 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine their own identity or membership in accordance with their 

customs and traditions. This does not impair the right of indigenous individuals to obtain citizenship of the 

States in which they live. 

2. Indigenous peoples have the right to determine the structures and to select the membership of their 

institutions in accordance with their own procedures. 
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Article 34 

Indigenous peoples have the right to promote, develop and maintain their institutional structures and their distinctive 

customs, spirituality, traditions, procedures, practices and, in the cases where they exist, juridical systems or customs, 

in accordance with international human rights standards. 

Article 35 

Indigenous peoples have the right to determine the responsibilities of individuals to their communities. 

Article 36 

1. Indigenous peoples, in particular those divided by international borders, have the right to maintain and 

develop contacts, relations and cooperation, including activities for spiritual, cultural, political, economic 

and social purposes, with their own members as well as other peoples across borders. 

2. States, in consultation and cooperation with indigenous peoples, shall take effective measures to facilitate the 

exercise and ensure the implementation of this right. 

 

Article 37 

1. Indigenous peoples have the right to the recognition, observance and enforcement of treaties, agreements and 

other constructive arrangements concluded with States or their successors and to have States honour and 

respect such treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements. 

2. Nothing in this Declaration may be interpreted as diminishing or eliminating the rights of indigenous peoples 

contained in treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements. 

Article 38 

States, in consultation and cooperation with indigenous peoples, shall take the appropriate measures, including 

legislative measures, to achieve the ends of this Declaration. 

Article 39 

Indigenous peoples have the right to have access to financial and technical assistance from States and through 

international cooperation, for the enjoyment of the rights contained in this Declaration. 

Article 40 

Indigenous peoples have the right to access to and prompt decision through just and fair procedures for the resolution 

of conflicts and disputes with States or other parties, as well as to effective remedies for all infringements of their 

individual and collective rights. Such a decision shall give due consideration to the customs, traditions, rules and legal 

systems of the indigenous peoples concerned and international human rights. 

http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf 

Free, Prior and Informed Consent: 

FPIC is a standard protected by international human rights law. It states that “all peoples have the right to 

self-determination” and “all peoples have the right to freely pursue their economic, social, and cultural development.” 

In the words of the UN Special Rapporteur on the rights of Indigenous Peoples, James Anaya (excerpted from Indian 

http://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf
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Country Today), “We need to return to the origins of the discussion about [FPIC...having] to do with identifying 

Indigenous Peoples’ rights of self-determination over lands and resources. With those rights come certain safeguards, 

and one of those safeguards is that those rights can’t be affected or impacted or diminished without consultation and 

Free, Prior and Informed Consent. 

When Is FPIC Required? The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples requires that the Free, 

Prior and Informed Consent of Indigenous Peoples be obtained in matters of fundamental importance for their rights, 

survival, dignity, and well-being. As written in Article 19,”States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the 

Indigenous Peoples concerned through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free, prior and 

informed consent before adopting and implementing legislative or administrative measures that may affect them.” 

FPIC is required in every case concerning Indigenous Peoples, their lands, or their resources, such as when 

new legislation is being considered. Tamang gives an example: “In Nepal we are not limiting FPIC only to 

development projects. FPIC is not merely informing and getting consent: it is about the effective and meaningful 

participation of Indigenous Peoples, including Indigenous women. We are now drafting a new constitution and 

lobbying for the meaningful participation of Indigenous Peoples, and it is the responsibility of the government to 

ensure their participation in the decision-making process." 

In international development 

Article 10 states: Indigenous peoples shall not be forcibly removed from their lands or territories. No relocation shall 

take place without the free, prior and informed consent of the indigenous peoples concerned and after agreement on 

just and fair compensation and, where possible, with the option of return. 

https://www.culturalsurvival.org/publications/cultural-survival-quarterly/free-prior-and-informed-consent-

protecting-indigenous 

Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (1948) 

 

Article 1 

The Contracting Parties confirm that genocide, whether committed in time of peace or in time of war, is a 

crime under international law which they undertake to prevent and to punish. 

Article 2 

In the present Convention, genocide means any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in 

whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such: 

 (a) Killing members of the group; 

 (b) Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group; 

 (c) Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical 

destruction in whole or in part; 

 (d) Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group; 

 (e) Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group. 

Article 3 

The following acts shall be punishable: 

 (a) Genocide; 

https://www.culturalsurvival.org/publications/cultural-survival-quarterly/free-prior-and-informed-consent-protecting-indigenous
https://www.culturalsurvival.org/publications/cultural-survival-quarterly/free-prior-and-informed-consent-protecting-indigenous
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 (b) Conspiracy to commit genocide; 

 (c) Direct and public incitement to commit genocide; 

 (d) Attempt to commit genocide; 

 (e) Complicity in genocide. 

Article 4 

Persons committing genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in Article 3 shall be punished, whether 

they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public officials or private individuals. 

 

Article 5 

The Contracting Parties undertake to enact, in accordance with their respective Constitutions, the necessary 

legislation to give effect to the provisions of the present Convention and, in particular, to provide effective 

penalties for persons guilty of genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in Article 3. 

Article 6 

Persons charged with genocide or any of the other acts enumerated in Article 3 shall be tried by a competent 

tribunal of the State in the territory of which the act was committed, or by such international penal tribunal 

as may have jurisdiction with respect to those Contracting Parties which shall have accepted its jurisdiction. 

 

Source: 

http://www.oas.org/dil/1948_Convention_on_the_Prevention_and_Punishment_of_the_Crime_of_Genocide

.pdf 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genocide 

http://www.oas.org/dil/1948_Convention_on_the_Prevention_and_Punishment_of_the_Crime_of_Genocide.pdf
http://www.oas.org/dil/1948_Convention_on_the_Prevention_and_Punishment_of_the_Crime_of_Genocide.pdf
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The above United Nations Charter agreements are further examples of laws 

not honored by U.N. Charter Member Norway. It clearly shows not only a lack 

concern for humanity, but institutionalizing a system of deprivation. Thus, it 

further illustrates why Divine Law, The Law of MA'AT was Re-Established. 

The Charge of One Hundred Million Kr 

(100,000,000 kr) 

 
 PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING-FILING 

See article: Unlawful Detainment and Kidnapping- U.N. Violations 

The above violations marked by Norway’s Police Departments Unlawful Detainment, Arrest, Kidnapping, 

Threats, Destruction of Property, and Interference of Process, retrieving a passport from the U.S. Embassy 

in Oslo, which was returned in 2011, the charge of  One Hundred Million kroner (100,000,000  NOK) IS 

paid to Sovereign Crown Denderah. 

ACTION ITEM: October 01, 2014 

One hundred million kroner (100,000,000 NOK) IS converted into Gold and placed in a privately held 

physical gold reserve under, Sovereign Gift Fund, which is only accessible by Sovereign Crown 

Denderah. This action item completion date is 10 (ten) days from today, October 11, 2014. 

Since I AM still without the prescribed shelter, emailed September 25, 2014, there will be additional charges 

per the blatant disregard for human life. 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, Creator, God, ELOHIM 

 Declare My WILL Done! 

You will be judged by your deeds… 

[So It Is] 

 [Decreed on October 01, 2014]  

Information Posted for Public Awareness, Re-establish Truth and Balance 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_reserve#Privately_held_gold
http://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/gold-its-the-standard-2.png
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Sent to the following per Informed Consent: 

Arnfinn Bårdsen, Bård Tønder, Bergljot Webster, Clement Endresen, Henrik Bull, Hilde Indreberg, Ingse 

Stabel, Jens Edvin A. Skoghøy, Karl Arne Utgård, Knut H. Kallerud, Kristin Normann, Liv Gjølstad, 

Magnus Matningsdal, Per Erik Bergsjø, Ragnhild Noer, Steinar Tjomsland, Tore Schei, Toril Marie Øie, 

Wilhelm Matheson, Arne Ringnes, Wenche Elizabeth Arntzen. Your deeds will resound! So It Is.  

 

The Holocaust: Propaganda is Key 

October 8, 2014 

 
(http://blog.ricksteves.com/blog/norways-immigration-challenges-were-here-to-help-you-leave/) 

The Number One Method in Propaganda is Create the Condition. 

What does this mean? If you don’t “fit” the part they promote through their media outlets (News, T.V. 

Movies, Facebook, Twitter, etc.). They will create it! 

Through the theft of clothes (coat, boots, gloves, sweater and other weather appropriate items), Shelter and 

destruction of property (computers, iPods, hard-drive); the condition for further disenfranchise is created.  

The above image is from Rick Steves travel page and is an advertisement which is heavily promoted in 

Norway. As Rick Steves puts it, “This program is hoping to nudge those who wish to return to their 

homeland…with a little help from the Norwegian government.”  By that statement (observation) we can 

clearly see who is promoting these programs (video: Who is responsible for the mental collapse of a 

populous?), the Norwegian government. 

Friday, October 3, 2014 (the weather has turned cold and wet) I asked a worker at Blue Cross for any 

clothing items, the worker proceeded to tell me it would be useless to look (in the closet where they keep 

some donated items) because there was nothing there. I stressed the need for clothing items, showed the 

very thin jacket I was wearing and told him this was pretty much all I had after my clothes were stolen. Why 

the lack of compassion? Because clean, new clothes does not fit-in with propaganda; which is one of the 

necessary means to discredit. 

http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/arnfinn-bardsen/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/bard-tonder/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/bergljot-webster/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/clement-endresen/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/henrik-bull/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/hilde-indreberg/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/ingse-stabel/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/ingse-stabel/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/jens-edvin-a-skoghoy/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/karl-arne-utgard/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/knut-h-kallerud/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/kristin-normann/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/liv-gjolstad/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/magnus-matningsdal/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/per-erik-bergsjo/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/ragnhild-noer/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/steinar-tjomsland/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/tore-schei/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/toril-marie-oie/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/tag/wilhelm-matheson/
http://blog.ricksteves.com/blog/norways-immigration-challenges-were-here-to-help-you-leave/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvzMv1frsgw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvzMv1frsgw
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/oslo-immigrant-sign-going-home-with-a-future-1024x682.jpg
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The Blue Cross worker outright refused to allow me warm clothes, so I went to the manager who let me in 

the closet; where  I was able to find two wool scarves and a sweater. Why so dispassionate from the first 

worker? Because without the bare necessities to sustain life, Weather Appropriate Clothing, Shoes, Food* 

and Shelter, Propaganda Flourish. 

[*It must be recorded, food prepared at Blue Cross produces an allergic reaction (mouth inflammation, 

swelling and redness in the mouth and swollen lymph nodes). I noticed that the people behaving oddly after 

consuming sugar from their sugar bowl (which is open and uncovered). However this inflammation which 

occurs after consuming their food must be noted and documented.] 

A Look at Norway’s Past Determines Their 

Present State of Mind… 

 
The Nuremberg Race Laws 

The Nazis announced new laws which institutionalized many of the racial theories prevalent in Nazi 

ideology. The laws excluded German Jews from Reich citizenship, prohibited marriage between people of 

German and non-German blood, and boycott Jewish business. Essentially the laws deprived the Jews from 

participating in German civic life. 

These laws were an attempt to present the Jews in a less than humane state, and seen by German citizens as 

a state subjects and burdens. 

(German Jewish passports could be used to leave, but not to return) 

Legal discrimination against Jews had come into being before the 

Nuremberg Laws and steadily grew as time went on; however, for 

discrimination to be effective, it was essential to have a clear definition of 

who was or was not a Jew. This was one important function of the 

http://www.ushmm.org/outreach/en/media_ph.php?ModuleId=10007695&MediaId=6979
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Nuremberg laws and the numerous supplementary decrees that were proclaimed to further them. People 

defined as Jews were barred from employment and were prohibited from using state hospitals. Public parks 

and libraries were closed to Jews and all memorials were to have Jewish names expunged. 

The Nuremberg Laws, as they became known, did not define a “Jew” as someone with particular religious 

beliefs. Instead, anyone who had three or four “Jewish” grandparents, regardless of whether that individual 

identified themselves as a Jew or belonged to the Jewish religious. 

 

The Holocaust: A Closer Look 

To find out the True indent of something, it is always wise to look at its origin. From the Greek ὁλόκαυστος 

holókaustos: hólos, “whole” and kaustós, “burnt”). Whole Burn.  

The holocaust was instituted under the guise of War.  Those countries that supposedly objected the Nazi 

ideology of the war, where practicing those ideologies concurrently (or before) they fought against the 

Nazis. 

Implementation methods: Eugenics 
Eugenics was practiced in the United States many 

years before eugenics programs in Nazi Germany 

and U.S. programs provided much of the 

inspiration for the latter. 

(Picture: U.S. eugenics poster advocating for the 

removal of genetic “defectives” such as the insane, 

“feeble-minded” and criminals, and supporting the 

selective breeding of “high-grade” individuals, c. 

1926) 

After the eugenics movement was well established 

in the United States, it spread to Germany. 

California eugenicists began producing literature promoting eugenics and sterilization and sending it 

overseas to German scientists and medical professionals. The forced sterilization program engineered by the 

Nazis was partly inspired by California’s. 

The Rockefeller Foundation helped develop and fund various German eugenics programs, including the one 

that Josef Mengele worked in before he went to Auschwitz. 

Upon returning from Germany in 1934, where more than 5,000 people per month were being forcibly 

sterilized. 

California eugenics leader, C. M. Goethe told a colleague: 

“You will be interested to know that your work has played a 

powerful part in shaping the opinions of the group of 

intellectuals who are behind Hitler in this epoch-making 

program. Everywhere I sensed that their opinions have been 

tremendously stimulated by American thought . . . I want you, my 

dear friend, to carry this thought with you for the rest of your 

life, that you have really jolted into action a great government of 

60 million people.” 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:United_States_eugenics_advocacy_poster.jpg
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Eugenics researcher Harry H. Laughlin often said that his Model Eugenic Sterilization laws had been 

implemented in the 1935 Nuremberg racial hygiene laws. 

The Tuskegee syphilis experiment (pictured) was a clinical study conducted between 1932 and 1972 in 

Tuskegee, Alabama, by the U.S. Public Health Service. In the experiment, 400 impoverished “black” males 

who had syphilis were offered “treatment” by the researchers, who did not tell the test subjects that they had 

syphilis and did not give them treatment for the disease, but rather just studied them to chart the progress of 

the disease. 

The subjects in the “study” were given free medical care, meals, and free burial insurance. They were never 

told they had syphilis, nor were they ever treated for it. According to the Centers for Disease Control, the 

men were told they were being treated for “bad blood”, a local term for various illnesses that include 

syphilis, anemia, and fatigue. 

The victims of the study included numerous men who died of syphilis, wives who contracted the disease, 

and children born with congenital syphilis. 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUExxTIFaLE#t=21 

 

Institutional Collaboration 

(Ghettos were established all over Europe in which Jews 

were confined before being shipped to extermination 

camps.) 

Every arm of Germany’s society was involved in the 

logistics that led to the genocides, turning the Third 

Reich into what one Holocaust scholar, Michael 

Berenbaum, has called “a genocidal state”. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUExxTIFaLE#t=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUExxTIFaLE#t=21
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:WW2-Holocaust-Europe.png
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Every arm of the country’s sophisticated bureaucracy was involved in the killing process. Parish 

churches and the Interior Ministry supplied birth records showing who was Jewish; the Post Office delivered 

the deportation and denaturalization orders; the Finance Ministry confiscated Jewish property; German 

firms fired Jewish workers and disenfranchised Jewish stockholders.  

The universities refused to admit Jews, denied degrees to those already studying, and fired Jewish 

academics; government transport offices arranged the trains for deportation to the camps. 

German pharmaceutical companies tested drugs on camp prisoners, and companies bid for the contracts to 

build the crematoria. Detailed lists of victims were drawn up using the Dehomag (IBM Germany) 

company’s punch card machines, producing meticulous records of the killings. As prisoners entered the 

death camps, they were made to surrender all personal property, which was catalogued and tagged before 

being sent to Germany. Through a concealed account, the German national bank helped launder valuables 

stolen from the victims. It was a mass killing with profits to be made by all those involved- it was Big 

Business! 
 

(Video: Looking for Ancient Bloodlines: A Very Profitable Business) 

Saul Friedländer writes that: “Not one social group, not one religious community, not one scholarly 

institution or professional association in Germany and throughout Europe declared its solidarity with the 

“Jews.” 

A Number of Questions Arise 

Can a harmonious society live and sustain itself, when it is being run and managed by something which has 

a propensity towards destruction? This world is being managed by a mental construct that is anti-life and has 

little in its constitution that responds in a good-hearted, loving and honest nature. Its worldview and systems 

are built on lies and deceit and it seeks death and destruction of all things which produce and supports life.  

After reading the above, and watching the videos a number of questions arise.  Has this destructiveness 

towards a particular people existed prior to modern history? Countless recorded history shows mass 

generational killings going back as far as the crusades. The next logical question is What Did the 

Jews really look like? What was their true origin? And what were the Nazis and Eugenicist really trying to 

accomplish with those experiments and body cremations?  

Next we will examine Norway’s involvement and locate the true reason behind those experiments- and 

those selected. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcOdvTIAUng
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A Secret Nazi Program…after World War II, the evidence was 

almost erased from history 

 

The Lebensborn Program: A Nazi Breeding Program 

Lebensborn was the brainchild of SS Leader Chief of the German Police and Minister of the Interior, 

Heinrich Himmler. Devised in 1935, the Lebensborn scheme operated on different levels to provide 

‘Aryan’ children for the Nazis eugenics schemes, whose goal was to reach 120 million Nordic / Aryan 

German settlers (pure race). 

Heinrich Himmler obsessed with his experiments to breed ‘pure white’ chickens while running a poultry 

farm, Himmler was intent on doing the same with humans after rising to the very top of the Nazi hierarchy. 

(see video: Looking for Ancient Bloodline, A Profitable Business) 

Genocide: Is the deliberate and systematic destruction, in whole or in part, of an ethnic, racial, religious, or 

national group. 

Eugenics: A movement in the early 1900s which focused on the idea of racial identity and purity. The 

movement involved a small community of scientists who studied both evolutionary theory and human 

heredity, which became synonymous with attempts at “increasing the quality of human stock”. 

Aryan: The term Hitler used to describe his master race of people. This master race would be German elites 

with pure Nordic blood. The Nazi’s believed that mental and physical superiority could be intentionally 

bred; Aryan’s would have blue eyes and blonde hair, but also be loyal, strong, smart and determined. 

 

Making the Perfect Aryan Child: 
 

The Lebensborn Children 

A secret Nazi program…after World War II, the evidence was 

almost erased from history. 

Lebensborn was the brainchild of SS Leader Chief of the 

German Police and Minister of the Interior, Heinrich Himmler.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HcOdvTIAUng
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/creation.jpg
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/nazi-eugenic-projects-1940s-creating-the-perfect-aryan-child.jpg
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Devised in 1935, the Lebensborn scheme operated on different levels to provide ‘Aryan’ children for the 

Nazis eugenics schemes, whose goal was to reach 120 million 

Nordic / Aryan German settlers (pure race).  

Heinrich Himmler was obsessed with his experiments to breed 

‘pure white’ chickens while running a poultry farm, Himmler was 

intent on doing the same with humans after rising to the very top 

of the Nazi hierarchy. 

Under Himmler’s direction children were born in Norway and 

Germany in government controlled facilities. (This program continues to this day. The Germanic birth rate 

has been on decline since the 1930’s and today have reached below replacement levels. Report: A 200-

Billion-Euro Waste: Why Germany Is Failing to Boost Its Birth Rate: 

http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/study-shows-germany-wasting-billions-on-failed-family-

policy-a-881637.html) 

The Below Excerpts are from:  
Doctors of Death, Philippe Aziz (1976)  

 

Although the Lebensborn programs functioned nation-wide and involved  

many countries, the narrow racial factors for participants lead to an unexpected 

issue. And thus The Nazi’s one major problem…the Aryans were sterile.  

 

 

 

 

 

A Nazi quest to discover the origins of the super gene. 

http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/study-shows-germany-wasting-billions-on-failed-family-policy-a-881637.html
http://www.spiegel.de/international/germany/study-shows-germany-wasting-billions-on-failed-family-policy-a-881637.html
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/sterility-issues-of-aryans.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/sterility-issues-of-aryans1-1.png
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Stem Cell Research, 
Gene Therapy, Blood Work,  
Human Harvesting 
 
The Holocaust, Tuskegee Experiments. 

A Precursor to the Human Genome Project 

Excerpt from The Immune Deficiency Foundation: 

A “stem cell” is a type of cell that can divide over and 

over and produce more stem cells as well as 

descendant cells that turn into different types of cells. 

Embryonic stem cells, for instance, can make 

descendants that turn into any tissue in the body, like skin cells, brain cells, heart cells etc. 

 

Stem Cell and Gene Therapy 

 Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) 

is the treatment for several severe forms of 

primary immunodeficiency diseases. Progress in 

cell manipulation, donor selection, the use of 

chemotherapeutic agents, and prevention and 

management of transplant-related complications 

has resulted in significant improvement in survival 

and quality of life after HSCT. In some forms of 

severe primary immunodeficiency diseases, gene 

therapy may represent a valid alternative for 

patients who lack acceptable stem cell donors. 

Traditionally, HSCs were obtained from the bone 

marrow. This process was called “bone marrow transplantation.” However, new methods now 

obtain HSC from peripheral blood, or blood taken from the placenta at birth (“cord blood”).  
Source: http://primaryimmune.org/treatment-information/stem-cell-and-gene-therapy/ 

Most of the children born in the homes were born in Norway, not Germany as one would except. At the end 

of the war, most mothers and staff left the homes; and the children were adopted or placed into state-run 

homes. During the Nuremburg Trial in 1947, Lebensborn staff and officers testified that all documents had 

been destroyed in fire.  

Some of these now adult Lebenborn-childen have lead lives of shame and torment from the ordeals 

experienced in those breeding centers; however most have risen to positions of power and influence with 

many unaware of their true origins. 

Here in Norway, I have often described the people doing the assault as white, mid-aged, grey hair with 

hateful gaze (eyes). If they are not directly involved, you will always find them somewhere in the 

background orchestrating.  

Read More: The Aryan Question.  

 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/tuskegee-experiment-1930s.jpg
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2014/10/11/no-inheritable-blood/
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/nazi-propaganda-film-clip.png
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The Charge 

Kidnapping, Trafficking and Detainment: 

Two Million NOK (2,000,000 NOK) 

PUBLIC HAZARD BONDING OF CORPORATE AGENTS: 

All Officials are required by federal, state, and municipal law to provide the name, address and 

telephone number of their public hazard and malpractice bonding company and the policy number 

of the bond and, if required, a copy of the policy describing the bonding coverage of their specific 

job performance. 

Failure to provide this information constitutes corporate and limited liability insurance fraud and is 

prim-a-facie evidence and grounds to impose a lien upon the official personally to secure their 

public oath and service of Office. 

It is a felony for the Public Office to not receive and report a claim to its Bonding Company, and it 

is a felony for the agent of a Bonding Company to not pay the claim. 

If the Bonding Company does not get a malfeasant Public Official Prosecuted for criminal 

malpractice within sixty (60) days then it must pay the full face value of the defaulted claim. 

 

The Charge, Two Million kroner (2,000,000 NOK), stem from January 14-17 2013 and 

January 24, 2013 Kidnapping, Trafficking and Detainment by Judicial Officer and Police 

Officer:  
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Judicial Officers and Police Officers of the Court have no immunity when they have no jurisdiction 

over subject-matter. 

When there is clearly no jurisdiction over the subject matter any authority exercised is a usurped 

authority, and for the exercise of such authority, when the want of jurisdiction is known to the 

judge, officer of the court, police officer, or other law enforcement, no excuse is permissible. 

 

Norwegian Constitution:  

 
§ 99 [Arrest, Military Force] 

(1) No one may be taken into custody except in the cases determined by law and in the manner 

prescribed by law. For unwarranted arrest, or illegal detention, the officer concerned is accountable 

to the person imprisoned. 
(2) The Government is not entitled to employ military force against citizens of the State, except in 

accordance with the forms prescribed by law, unless any assembly disturbs the public peace and does not 

immediately disperse after the Articles of the Statute Book relating to riots have been read out clearly three 

times by the civil authority. 

 Officer, Morten Urdal Johnsen is charged 1,000,000 NOK with kidnapping, trafficking (to 

location outside of Oslo) and detaining. 

 Konstituert tingrettsdommer Ingeborg Kristin Sunde is charged 1,000,000 NOK with 

trafficking (to location outside of Oslo). 

SUBMIT MY WILL TO: Tore Schei, Liv Gjølstad, Steinar Tjomsland, Magnus Matningsdal, Jens 

Edvin A. Skoghøy, Karl Arne Utgård, Ingse Stabel, Toril Marie Øie, Bård Tønder, Clement 

Endresen, Hilde Indreberg, Arnfinn Bårdsen, Bergljot Webster, Wilhelm Matheson, Kristin 

Normann, Ragnhild Noer, Henrik Bull, Knut H. Kallerud, Per Erik Bergsjø, Arne Ringnes, 

Wenche Elizabeth Arntzen. 

 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, Creator, God, ELOHIM; 

Declare My Will Done! 

[So It Is]  

[Decreed on October 13, 2014] 

Related Material: Unlawful Detainment and Kidnapping-U.N. Violations 

http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2013/01/24/unlawful-detainment-and-kidnapping/ 

 

http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2013/01/24/unlawful-detainment-and-kidnapping/
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/bookofthedeadspell17.jpg
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The International Court of Justice 

October 22, 2014 

 PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING-FILING 

Message Sent: Monday, October 20, 2014 

International Court of Justice regarding your Member-State, Norway 

Theft, Harassment, Assaults Issued by Norwegian Government Officials, Police: 

AN IMMEDIATE CALL FOR INVESTIGATION 

Good Morning: 

I AM Indigenous and on my ancestral land known as Norway. I have been conducting research here for 3 

yrs and have experienced numerous assaults from the Norwegian populous with no help from the 

Norwegian State Officials. I have been physically assaulted, theft of weather appropriate clothing, and 

without shelter. As recently as yesterday, October 19, 2014 by male students while at the University of Oslo 

Library. 

My research details the original habitants of the regions known as Norway, and their Viking heritage. 

The fact the Norwegian Officials are aware of these assaults, and does nothing about their citizens and 

police involvement. Norway’s unwillingness to address actions of their people and provide protection 

Diplomatic Emissary Protection as outlined in Norway’s Commitment to Protection http://www.norway-

un.org/Statements/Archived-Statements/Statements-2012/Nordic-Statements-/C6-Protection-and-security-

of-diplomatic-missions-/#.VASRdnY4VhE 

As Sovereign Beings who are Indigenous to the Lands, we are not subject to your Member State agreements 

(policies); however many of those agreements between your Member-States address in detail the Safety, 

http://www.norway-un.org/Statements/Archived-Statements/Statements-2012/Nordic-Statements-/C6-Protection-and-security-of-diplomatic-missions-/#.VASRdnY4VhE
http://www.norway-un.org/Statements/Archived-Statements/Statements-2012/Nordic-Statements-/C6-Protection-and-security-of-diplomatic-missions-/#.VASRdnY4VhE
http://www.norway-un.org/Statements/Archived-Statements/Statements-2012/Nordic-Statements-/C6-Protection-and-security-of-diplomatic-missions-/#.VASRdnY4VhE
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/danseanubis.jpg
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Respect and Rights that must be uphold by members in relation to Indigenous Beings, as Non-citizens. 

Such as U.N. Charter agreements: International Protection of Stateless, Indigenous Beings, and The 

Convention on Genocide 

Please Note I AM, Not Registering, the information is provided for Filing and Investigation Purposes. 

Thank you, 

Sovereign Crown Denderah 

Please review the attached documents and videos for immediate investigation. 

/international/2014/09/indigenous-american-sues-norway-100-million-kroner-for-full-disclosure-

2482584.html 

——————————— 
Message Received Note: 
Dear Sir or Madam, 

Your message has been sent to the Registry of the International Court of Justice. 

The relevant Department/Division will answer it as soon as possible. 

Yours faithfully, 

The International Court of Justice 

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=/international/2014/09/indigenous-american-sues-norway-100-million-kroner-for-full-disclosure-2482584.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=/international/2014/09/indigenous-american-sues-norway-100-million-kroner-for-full-disclosure-2482584.html
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MESSAGE SENT SAME DAY VIA FACEBOOK TO Norwegian Officials 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/post-20oct14.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/norway-court-facebook-post-20oct14-post-on-page.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/norway-court-facebook-post-20oct14.png
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Additional Information: 

 
Thank you for looking into this matter as my personal safety is the main issue. Since filing the above 

complaint regarding my belongings being stolen Sunday, October 19, 2014, the amount of 

interest surrounding my bag (research papers) has increased. I assume this is an attempt to say my things are 

unattended.  

The belongings were sitting in a chair next to me with my jacket and sweater over it, covering two bags, the 

only one taken was the one containing research material.   

 

The question remains, why are there no cameras around key points, and security not having access to them. I 

have seen many cameras, even in the bathroom! But when something occurs, the cameras are not able to be 

accessed.  This was the same thing that happened at the National Library in Oslo, where the locker 

containing my coat and bag was vandalized, but none of their security cameras pointed in the direction of 

the lockers. 

 

Regarding the physical appearance of the assailants, they were young white-males in their late teens/ early 

20’s. The one that returned near the time of the theft (5:00pm) was in his early-mid 20s about 5’11-6’ft, 

blond hair, wearing a navy blue sweater and dark jeans. 

 

Monday October 21, 2014 a male student approach me while I was working at a computer, he being to 

violently tap me while saying he needed help installing a printer on his computer.  I told him I could not 

help, then moved so he could stop tapping me. He then said, “It will only take a minute” and then begin 

moving the mouse on my computer? I told him to ask the people inside the Information Room (directly 

behind him), but he insisted it would only take a minute and would not leave where I was standing. Once he 

left there was a strange chemical smell. I immediately went inside the Information Room and told the young 

lady working, while he was still there, and asked him if he sprayed something as there was a chemical odor 

there now.  

 

Tuesday, October 22, 2014, after leaving the library at 10:00pm the security van was “waiting” across the 

street from the bus stop, with his highbeams on HIGH, and pointed at the bus stop. These are just two of 

countless other incidences, which all seem to steam from my research into the events of history.  

[I will add additional information here as soon as I can gain access to my accounts (see below), where there 

is video and pictures.  Interestingly enough, all accounts have been locked since notifying Public Officials 

of these occurrences. Thank you again for taking the time to look.] 

 

Saturday, October 25, 2014, Tactics and Methods 

Students from Bildernordic Photography school, held a photo-shoot for 3 hours in a corner (literally a 

corner) where I was working. The constant flashing from the camera, placing their bag on top of a table 

which contained religious work and documents is clearly is a direct assault, and an attempt to prevent 

me from working.  

 

In prior research surrounding the behavioral aspects of the Norwegians, I have found them to be cognizant 

of personal space. In fact they go to great lengths to perverse it. So having someone sit their belongings on 

top of religious document and work. As well as sit directly on your paperwork is clearly an assault of 

personal space.  

 

A clear prevention of work and research. In which case, there needs to be immediate action to recoup my 

personal computer and devices damaged by your citizens. Information relative to the damage of property, 

and similar tactics and methods of assault used can be found in the article; Did the Nazis REALLY leave 

Norway? Oslo National Library-Nasjonalbiblioteket. This recent, 2nd computer, damage took place in July 2014 

at the National Library. I will add relevant information. 

 

http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2013/04/11/harassement-at-oslo-national-library-nasjonalbiblioteket/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2013/04/11/harassement-at-oslo-national-library-nasjonalbiblioteket/
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Stages of Genocide, Influences leading to Genocide 
In the work Axis Rule in Occupied Europe (1944) author Raphael Lemkin, coined the term “genocide” by 

combining Greek genos (γένος), “race, people” and Latin cīdere “to kill”. 

 

Lemkin defined genocide as follows: 

Generally speaking, genocide does not necessarily mean the immediate destruction of a nation, except when 

accomplished by mass killings of all members of a nation. It is intended rather to signify a coordinated plan 

of different actions aiming at the destruction of essential foundations of the life of national groups, with 

the aim of annihilating the groups themselves. The objectives of such a plan would be the disintegration of 

the political and social institutions, of culture, language, national feelings, religion, and the economic 

existence of national groups, and the destruction of the personal security, liberty, health, dignity, and even 

the lives of the individuals belonging to such groups. 

 

For genocide to happen, there must be certain preconditions. Foremost among them is a national culture 

that does not place a high value on human life. A totalitarian society, with its assumed superior ideology, is 

also a precondition for genocidal acts.   

 

In addition, members of the dominant society must perceive their potential victims as less than fully 

human: as “pagans,” “savages,” “uncouth barbarians,” “unbelievers,” “effete degenerates,” “ritual outlaws,” 

“racial inferiors,” “class antagonists,” “counterrevolutionaries,” and so on. 

 

(Regarding the image: Why would they allow such a picture in the public domain (with the police in the 

background), unless this was their true intention. Pictured is Anders Breivik, the man convicted of murdering 77 
people in attacks in Norway in 2011.  

If they intended to put a stop to this, there would have been 

a complete overhaul of all members in their Law 

Enforcement. Instead, they allowed this mechanism to 

develop where Students and all civil service workers are 

involved.  http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-24068206) 

 

In themselves, these conditions are not enough for the 

perpetrators to commit genocide. To do that—to commit 

genocide—the perpetrators need a strong, centralized 

authority and bureaucratic organization as well as 

pathological individuals and criminals. Also required is a campaign of vilification and dehumanization of 

the victims.  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genocide 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-24068206
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genocide
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Norway’s Active Role in Crimes of Genocide 

 

Monday, October 27, 2014 
  

At 8:00AM I attempted to get food from Blue Cross, however this morning there was an unmarked police 

car parked in front of location (Black four-door 

license plate# AJ 7479), white-male driver early-

to-mid 30’s.  

And a delay for food. 

By 9:00AM I asked if I could use the bathroom 

the man at the door,  while glaring angrily at me, 

yelled I had to “Queue up and Register”, and 

begin saying some other things I could not 

comprehend. I asked again if I could just please 

use the bathroom, as I have been outside for an 

hour; to which he yelled and slammed the door. 

Interesting behavior for a charitable organization. 

[It should be noted: I have been offered, as a supreme gesture, food  at Blue Cross by the manager since 

April; and provided  a card to do so. As early as last week I was told by the manager, "You are an invited 

guest."] 

With this latest occurrence on the heels of my purse being stolen (October 19, 2014) which included my 

recognition, as well as religious items and research; it is clear who stole my purse. By simply noting the 

behavior of the Student Librarian and her insistence there were no cameras in the Library, even able to quote 

Norwegian Law attesting to that. To the Security guards out-right and extreme reluctance to file a report of 

the theft. They told me they could not file a report because I was not a student, but a private researcher and 

continuously told me to contact the police. However I would like to note, IT IS A PUBLIC LIBRARY. 

Again, it is clear who stole my belongings and the reason behind the theft seems also clear. They could not 

find anything to “make me a citizen” to justify their actions of kidnapping (Trafficking to other location), 

detainment, verbal threats and inhumane treatment which took place on  January 14-17 2013 and January 

24, 2013, and continue to this day. 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/definition-of-genocide-1.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/definition-of-genocide-2.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/image-from-blue-cross-will-there-be-food-for-women-and-children-or-just-men.png
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Charges have been laid October 01, 2014 (Police Department) and October 13, 2014 (Judge and Police 

Officer) for the forementioned acts: 

Judicial Officers and Police Officers of the Court have no immunity when they have no jurisdiction over 

the subject-matter. 

When there is clearly no jurisdiction over the subject matter, any authority exercised is a usurped 

authority and for the exercise of such authority, when the want of jurisdiction is known to the judge, no 

excuse is permissible. 

It is a felony for the Public Office to not receive and report a Claim to its Bonding Company, and it is a 

felony for the agent of a Bonding Company to not pay the Claim. 

Additional charges will be made for the theft as Norwegian Officials were made aware September 25, 2014, 

of the need for protection for a Protected Person Being, per their international agreements. 

Tuesday, October 28, 2014 
A special thank you to the people who are looking. All people must be made aware of 

what is happening and taking place in the world, as it affects all of us. It is because of 

this worldwide awareness that I was able to get food today from Blue Cross.  As I have 

stated before, if food is free, it should be free for all- regardless of status or standing. 

These drastic measures (thefts, food, and shelter) are attempts to prevent true history, 

and the rightful heirs of the land, being known to the world.  

I am still without the prescribed shelter, and Food without refrigeration spoils and is a 

health hazard if consumed. The replacement of whether appropriate clothing and computer has not been 

fulfilled. Pictured is the coat that was thrown away along with winter boots (hiking boots), sweaters, mittens 

(not pictures) and other clothing.   

Wednesday, October 29 – Saturday November 1, 2014 

Although the matter is being viewed by many, it has not stopped these people from forcibly interacting with 

me. Last week, a staff member (Knut) at Blue Cross pushed his cellphone in my face. Although it may seem 

not significant, it has happened far too many times not to be addressed, and documented. Additionally, this 

same staff member is the one that assaulted me on September 9, 2014 (see comment section for note).   

The behavior of using cellphones with malevolent means and function has been exhibited before; pointing it 

at me while reading/observing something on the screen – to shoving the screen directly into my face, to 

following me into the bathroom and putting it on the floor of the stall next to me- while I am using the 

bathroom! Clearly, this behavior is not coming from some unknown assailant; it is coming directly from the 

Norwegian people and being directed by those in position.  

“As the Nordic countries have noted before, the obligation to protect foreign emissaries has existed 

in the legal systems of all cultures. It is one of the cornerstones of international relations and aimed 

at protecting the channels of communication between States. Universally accepted principles and 

rules of international law, as reflected in the Vienna Conventions on Diplomatic and Consular 

Relations, place upon the receiving States the duty to take all appropriate steps to protect the 

diplomatic and consular premises and to prevent any attacks on the diplomatic and consular 

representatives. In a situation where the receiving State fails to offer the required protection in 

accordance with its obligations under the Vienna Conventions, the injured State is entitled to claim 

prompt compensation for loss or injury suffered as a result of such failure.” 

—Protection and security of diplomatic missions, Statement on behalf of the Nordic countries 

by Finland’s Legal Adviser, Ms. Sari Mäkelä 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/coat-that-was-thrown-away-by-sio-staff.jpg
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November 6, 2014: Creating conditions for further disenfranchise 

While attempting to work, citizens working on behalf of the Norwegian government/ police continue to 

disrupt my research by deliberately instigating situations. However, what is interesting they always seem to 

have a camera phone handy to create a story for further disenfranchisement. What needs to be fully 

understood is I have no allegiances to those who have taken an active role in killing, poisoning, kidnapping, 

raping, organ trafficking, compliance and assistance to murder through drugging, weaponry, and the 

promotion of  worldwide contempt of my people,  

The First People and those with a Heart and Soul. In fact Norway's active involvement further illustrates the 

declaration to return all possessions, property, resources and land, . 

November 10 – 14, 2014 
The law library has placed a magazine rack next to the computer terminal where their librarian was caught 

filming my work. I assume this is an attempt to say well she was reading?  

 

On Tuesdays, November 11
th

, I was told by one of the employees of Blue Cross, if I wanted a bag of 

groceries I would have to stand outside (with the same people that attacked me noted in the video Will there 

Be food for Women and Children). I decided my safety was more important (be clear, when you are being 

attacked they do not care if they rip your clothes (see video)). Aside from whatever I am getting in the 

morning from Blue Cross (as an Invited Guest) I do not have any food this week. 

 

Friday, November 14 at 10:00AM at the Library of Science, Realfagsbiblioteket (Vilhelm Bjerknes' hus), 

there is a live broadcast by NKR Radio and they offer free waffles and coffee. As stated in the video, Who is 

Responsible for the Mental Collapse of a Populous, I have experienced problems from the librarians while 

trying to get food. 

 

A few weeks ago the librarian, Edel Bøhn  came up behind me as I was leaving the table after 

getting Food and said something. Then a couple of weeks later, the same librarian  removed 

items from the table as I was taking food. Friday November 14, while spreading condiment on 

my food, this librarian Bente Rasch (Pictured), snatched the spoon out of my hand! And 

quickly walked away. I ask her why she snatched the spoon from my hand, and if she wanted 

the food back? I told the librarian who approached, Live Rasmussen Overbibliotekar what just 

happened.  

I gave the food back to her and left. 

 

I am not concerned with what an individual says, because I have learned propaganda is a tool used to secure 

their society. However snatching something from someone hand, physical assaults, deprivation of food, 

shelter these actions are clear violations of their own agreements and Former Laws; and those responsible 

need to be held accountable. 

 

November 15 – 29, 2014 

Since writing this document, the Norwegians have not stopped their forementioned tactics, but merely 

modified them. Their civil officers will show me getting food, but not the circumstance which made that 

final act possible- which is any attempt to get food is under the duress of attacks (or probable violence). 

(Note: The workers who work behind the food counter have started making attempts to see that I can get 

food.) I am still without the prescribed shelter; and conditions suitable to sustaining life. 

 

November 28, 2014, Students held a party in the basement of the science library around 9:00pm. What I 

noticed was very telling. The party took place in the basement near the bathrooms. On leaving the library 

(on the 3rd floor) I went to go to the bathroom and noticed the students had their coats and other personal 

items hanging outside the room of the party, not in eye view of the owner. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyRp2Ay7Ki0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZyRp2Ay7Ki0
http://radio.nrk.no/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvzMv1frsgw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vvzMv1frsgw
http://www.ub.uio.no/personer/ureal/urealsamling/eabohn/index.html
http://www.ub.uio.no/personer/ureal/urealsamling/eabohn/index.html
http://www.ub.uio.no/personer/ureal/urealundervisning/brasch/index.html
http://www.ub.uio.no/personer/ureal/urealledelse/liver/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7NXzXoFx318
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If there are truly the number of thefts the University claim by their “Theft Protect Your Property” notices; if 

there were thefts logic would tell you to take your property inside the room with you, unless you had 

nothing to be concerned because you were the ones committing the thefts of particular individuals property. 

Furthermore, there are no cameras, as stated by the security and student librarian on October 19th, except 

for those the students carry per their devices (phones and computers). However if anyone (who is 

independent and separate from their system) wanted to record and journal using their personal devices, their 

property is destroyed. Thus the only photograhic/ recorded documentation is from the accused.  

On conducting research: I am forced to change computers 4 to 5 times a day due to orchestrated 

interruptions and computer malfunctions. This involves not only moving from one library to another, but 

also traveling to use a computer to continue researching. 

The research must continue in the same manner in which it was initiated- with my own computers, hard 

drives, mp3 players, and recording devices. All of which were stolen or destroyed by civil officers under the 

direction of the police.  

 

Conferences, Lectures and Meetings: I should be able to attend conferences, lectures and meetings in the 

same manner (as a means of recording and noting various events taking place throughout the world) on 

behalf of The People. 

I attended two lectures during this time period; however the third, “The Rule of Law – Why It’s Vital & 

Why It’s Dying” by Tara Smith at the Law Library, was unsuccessful due to picture taking and orchestrated 

tactics. 

I Should NOT have to be subjected to attacks, vandalism and sleeping in inhumane condition.  The attempts 

and excuses by the Norwegians to forgive the events outlined in this Press Release should not be directed to 

any other source but the original source; The Heir to The Land, My Self, I AM Sovereign Crown Denderah.  

 

December 01- 06, 2014 

As outlined below, the majority of the week was spent getting copies, and material gathered of this affidavit, 

which is in the form of a Press Release,  to Norwegian Administrative Offices (formerly known as Oslo 

Tingrett and the Supreme Court of Norway).  

From Tuesday onward, getting food from Blue Cross was meet with great difficulties, and resulted in 

not having a food bag this week.  

Many of these Staged events where witnessed by the security staff who did nothing but watch.  

The small pieces of food, nothing more than what I could carry in one hand, was being prevented by the 

polish men. These men (about 10-15) work in tandem by blocking me when I attempt to get food from the 

counter. Often couching on the food, placing hair, finger nail, and other substance on the food which leaves 

the mouth tingling and numb. I have to make many attempts to get food without being blockaded. Often I 

leave with nothing or I have to discard it for reasons mentioned above. 

Saturday, December 6, 2014 one of these security men who work for the police asked if I wanted some 

boots someone donated. They cannot provide me with food, but will offer me old clothes after they steal my 

new clothes (cashmere sweaters and the like) and winter boots?  

Last week I sleep in various cold damp places. This is not life sustaining circumstances, and thus will result 

in additional charges. 

 

[PLEASE NOTE: WHEN THERE IS A BREAK IN DIALOGUE, SUCH AS THIS, IT MEANS 

SOMETHING HAS HAPPENED TO PREVENT COMPLETE COMMUNICATION. THE LACK 
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OF PERSONAL COMPUTERS, FOOD AND SHELTER PUTS SAFETY (personal loss and injury) 

IN JEPORDY. ] 

 

Incident information, Friday December 12, 2014 (the below was presented to the librarian at the check-

out desk and asked to deliver to the manager).  

At 1:45pm on December 12, 2014 two male students came into the women’s room while I was in the 

bathroom. When I exited the stall I noticed one of the males standing outside the door with his cellphone, 

while the other was inside the next stall. Note, there are only two stalls in the women’s bathroom. 

When I told the female student librarian, she said she told them to go into the bathroom. She then attempted 

to tell me the bathrooms were not labelled (paint being removed from door); however, there are labels on the 

outside of the door. Additionally, when entering the women’s bathroom there are no male urinals inside, 

which you find in men’s Room. 

The student librarian appeared to be more upset with me asking her name, than finding out the why the male 

students supposedly went into the wrong restroom. 

It should be noted, this is not the first time I have been accosted when trying to use UiO restrooms, where I 

have experienced students placing cellphones underneath the stalls- while I was using the bathroom, to 

kicking the door and pulling the door knob. 

It should also be noted, I was adding content to the Press Release at the time of this occurrence, in relation 

to noncompliance and penalties. 

At 3:20pm, December 12, 2014 the  Law Library Manager, Randi Iversby asked if she could discuss 

the above in her office.  

Ms. Iversby proceeded to tell me she could not do anything about the formentioned incident. I told her I was 

not looking for her to do anything, but it was to inform her office of the occurrence.  

Then Ms. Iversby opens a folder and proceeds to ask me if I wrote the article, Norwegian Law and National 

Libraries Interfering With Work. I told her I was not interested in discussing that at this time (as I was 

working on the Press Release) and proceeded to leave. She told me, "this is my employee, I will have to call 

the police if you wrote this."  

 

The article recounts an event in which my work (research) was being hampered by a librarian caught (with 

camera in hand STILL RECORDING) filing my work, and subsequently (the following day) the work that 

was being researched was removed. 

 

So the next logical question is, Why don't they just leave you alone? The answer is, They cannot, it 
is not in their nature. They do not know compassion but can only exhibit discord, contempt, and 
harm. 
 
[Note: Police are private security officers working for corporations (also known as governments) 
to manage their property, citizens.] 
 
Saturday, December 13, 2014 UIO (University of Oslo) Science Library Blindern 

While working on a computer terminal downstairs three (3) men, middle-eastern, came into the main 

entrance and walked over to where I was working and surrounded the counter I was working from. 

They begin speaking in Arabic and one sat in front of my computer and begins pulling the computer (with 

me as my earphones were attached to it). They were trying to break it! And I told them so. I quickly got up, 

walked around the counter to remove my earphones from the computer socket. I told the man again he was 
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breaking my earphones and asked if he was going to buy me new ones? They started walking quickly for the 

exit and left. Once outside they banged hard on the glass. 

I noted the men’s appearance, as it was clear they were paramilitary. 

——————————————————————————————————————
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Below are notices of accounts being locked:  

 
 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/youtube-is-a-person.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/fackbook-locked-23oct14.jpg
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Decolonization Declared− October 23, 2014 

 

 

 PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING-FILING 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/gd-eg-1.jpg
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/left-without-shelter.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/neither-can-you.png
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PRESS RELEASE: October 30, 2014  

NAZI EXPERIMENTS LEADS TO DECOLONIZATION OF NORWAY 

(Before It's News)  

IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

OSLO- NAZI EXPERIMENTS LEADS TO DECOLONIZATION OF NORWAY 

Oslo, Norway October 30, 2014 – Sovereign Crown Denderah formally announced on October 23, 2014 

the Decolonization of Norway. “Norway has not lived up to its Agreements, Treaties and U.N. obligations in 

relation to the original People of the region.” She illustrates her indigenous lineage to Norway. 

She states, “These current Norwegians are not the original habitants of the lands, in fact they are German!” 

 How did you come to find out that the current Norwegians are 

actually German? 

“I followed the route of death, disease and war.” 

“The 13th century Hansa league had monopolized control over the 

economy of Norway and put pressure on the royalty to cede to 

them greater and greater trade rights. During this time the Black 

Death was taking hold of Europe, and its route was remarkably similar to that of the Hansa league. Prior to 

expanding their operation throughout Norway, they were known as “The Lice Wharf.” 

You mentioned a connection to the Nazis. 

“Yes. On investigating the Nazi’s claim of Aryan Blood, and terms such as “Pure Aryan”, I discovered the 

Black Death started from “an Arid land”, meaning dry, lifeless, barren; and noted the successive migrations 

of the Germanic tribes which took place over many centuries.” 

“I became very curious as to the Nazis interest in the Nordic lands. Any amount of research would show you 

the original habitants of these regions were NOT blond-haired and blue eyes, which was a later 

configuration. So what was the real interest about this region? The answer came later when I discovered a 

little unknown secret of what took place here during WWII.” 

“A breeding program called Lebensborn. Initially it was started to increase the German race, as they were 

afraid of being depopulated. What happened next is pure insanity. The Nazi’s discovered they could not 

procreate fast enough, in fact they were sterile.” 

“So Heinrich Himmler used the method he devised on his chicken farm to insert a fertilized egg into the 

womb of another chicken to produce the physical characteristics of the donor. Unfortunately it worked, and 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/10/nazi-experiments-leads-to-decolonization-of-norway-2483308.html
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this method was used to populate the Germanic races. I say unfortunately because the donor genes used for 

this method comes from “Black” people. 

Are you saying they are taking the DNA from Black people and making white people? 

“I am saying they were taking the biological material of “black” people to create white people. However 

today the method seems to have expanded into newer areas and has become the precursor to the Human 

Genome Project.” 

How does Norway come into play? 

“They have committed genocide on the original people of this land. Those that were not able to get away 

were subjected to crimes of genocide; Mass Killings, Complicity, and deliberately inflicting conditions to 

bring about physical deterioration and genocide.” 

“I contest, Norway’s role was an active role, not one of an occupied state.” 

### 

Source: http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/10/nazi-experiments-leads-to-decolonization-of-

norway-2483308.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/10/nazi-experiments-leads-to-decolonization-of-norway-2483308.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/10/nazi-experiments-leads-to-decolonization-of-norway-2483308.html
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“Where is the Cradle of Civilization for these Present-day 

Norwegians…clearly it is NOT Norway.” 

                                         

 

 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/viking-age-wiki.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/highland-map.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/irish-myth.png
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The German Hanseatic League and their  

Trading Colonies 

 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/irish-myth-2.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/irish-myth-3.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/hanseatic-league1.png
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(Observe the man on the stretcher. It is lean, naturally muscular and pigmented.) 

 

 

 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/viking-age-2wiki.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/the-black-plague.jpg
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/viking-age-3wiki.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/viking-age-4wiki.png
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Source: http://www.historytoday.com/stephen-halliday/first-common-market-hanseatic-league 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death 

 http://abcnews.go.com/Health/story?id=117310 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norway 

http://www.historytoday.com/stephen-halliday/first-common-market-hanseatic-league
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Black_Death
http://abcnews.go.com/Health/story?id=117310
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norway
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/viking-age-5wiki.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/viking-age-6wiki.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/viking-age-7wiki.jpg
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So-called Sami People of Scandinavia 

 

 

 

I AM, Divine Sovereign Crown Denderah, Creator, God, ELOHIM 

[So It Is] 

[Decreed on October 23, 2014] 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/10/sami_parliement.jpg
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Postliminium Declared-November 01, 2014 

 

“I, Sovereign Crown Denderah, God, Creator, Divine ELOHIM manifest in Indigenous Soul-bearing 

Flesh and Blood in Woman Form, declare Postliminium. I Command the Restoration of All Property, 

Status and Rights captured by the Roman Court, Papal Rule, Western Civilizations, their Members and 

agents from beginningless time.”  

 

 

Postliminium derives from Roman law, and because of that it is largely viewed as a historical concept today; 

however that does not mean it cease to exist. This proclamation is to inform all nations and all people of its 

existence and use. This is largely why it was necessary to remove their false construct of laws, courts, and 

justice; as it is practiced solely in theory, and not in fact. It has since been replaced with Divine Law, the 

Law of Ma’at, which is very real and factual. 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/the-book.jpg
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/110.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/210.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/310.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/410.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/510.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/63.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/72.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/8.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/9.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/10.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/111.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/12.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/13.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/14.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/15.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/16.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/17.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/18.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/19.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/20.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/211.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/221.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/231.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/24.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/25.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/26.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/27.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/28.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/29.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/30.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/311.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/321.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/33.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/34.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/35.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/36.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/37.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/38.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/39.png
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https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/421.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/43.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/44.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/45.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/46.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/47.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/48.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/49.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/50.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/52.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/53.png
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 PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING-FILING 

 I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, Creator, God, ELOHIM;  

Declare My Will Done! 

 

[So It Is] 

[Decreed on November 01, 2014] 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/54.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/55.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/56.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/57.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/58.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/59.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/my-will-is-done1.png
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Norway Forfeits All Lands and All Resources 

Declared November 7, 2014 

 

(Before It's News)  

IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

OSLO – NORWAY FORFEITS ALL LANDS AND ALL RESOURCES 

OSLO, NORWAY 07 November 2014 –Norway forfeit all lands, all resources and use thereof, as a 

consequence of their breach of fiduciary responsibility to the heirs of the lands. Their non-performance/ 

non-compliance of duties as a United Nations Charter Member to ensure full protection; economic 

protection, food, shelter, dignity and the guarantee against all forms of violence has been breached. 

Norway has committed and participated in all acts defined as genocide in relation to the original people of 

this region. This return of lands and its resources must be performed, and is long overdue. The behaviors of 

those in position to address such matters are not conducive to sustaining soul-bearing life. 

Upon arriving in Norway, I had afforded myself with all the necessities to sustain life; shelter, newly 

purchased clothing particular for this region, computer and religious materials. Systematically each of 

those items was taken away from me. 

Today, November 7th, marks my 10 year anniversary as a Chan Buddhist. Items that were given to me by 

my now deceased teacher were recently stolen so I cannot mark this occasion as I would like. 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/10/nazi-experiments-leads-to-decolonization-of-norway-2483308.html
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/11.jpg
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It has been shown and documented the Norwegians are not the original land holders, but are Germans who 

had trade agreements within the region. They nullified those agreements once they committed genocide and 

deprived life to the heirs, and their progeny. 

On November 1, 2014 Postliminium was formally announced. This states in part: 

The principle of postliminium, as a part of public international law, is a specific version of the maxim ex 

injuria jus non oritur, providing for the invalidity of all illegitimate acts that an occupant may have 

performed on a given territory after its recapture by the legitimate sovereign. 

 

Postliminium derives from Roman law, and because of that it is largely viewed as a historical concept today; 

however that does not mean it cease to exist. This proclamation is to inform all nations and all people of its 

existence and use. This is largely why it was necessary to remove their false construct of laws, courts, and 

justice; as it is practiced solely in theory, and not in fact. It has since been replaced with Divine Law, the 

Law of Ma’at, which is very real and factual. 

The lands and all resources formerly thought of as Norway has been re-established as the Empire (Lands) of 

the Gods, and for soul-bearing beings, in the Northern Lands. 

 

 PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING-FILING 

 I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, Creator, God, ELOHIM 

 

[So It Is] 

[Decreed on November 07, 2014] 

source: http://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2014/11/press-release-norway-forfeits-land-and-all-

resources-2854134.html 

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ex_injuria_jus_non_oritur
http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ex_injuria_jus_non_oritur
http://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2014/11/press-release-norway-forfeits-land-and-all-resources-2854134.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2014/11/press-release-norway-forfeits-land-and-all-resources-2854134.html
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/forfeiture-blacks-law.png
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Norway Forfeits Sovereign Wealth Fund 

Declared November 13, 2014 

 

 

PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING-FILING 

 

 

PRESS RELEASE: November 13, 2014 

 

Norway loses $860 Billion Sovereign Wealth Fund to Indigenous 

Land Owner 

 

 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/almight-isis.jpg
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(Before It's News)  

 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

November 13, 2014 

 

 

 

Northern Lands (formerly Oslo, Norway) - Norwegian State Forfeits 

Sovereign Wealth Fund to Imperial Sovereign of the Land 
 

Forfeitures have been in the news lately, but usually it is the other way around. How did you come to  

this conclusion? 

 

Given that States use of Civil Forfeiture in matters relating to organized crime, where criminals property is 

confiscated as in pre-conviction forfeiture, where it is clearly used in a preventive measure to ensure safety 

and security of peoples. 

Well, the same should hold true in all manners of a State’s activity.  Norway purchased Sovereign Wealth 

Fund Real Estate from known States of organized criminal activity. The U.S. and U.K. (the Crown) have 

both ravished the world through their colonizing activities, as it relates to the original land holders, which 

are the Indigenous People. 

So the forfeiture applies to all property; real, land and sea as it relates to the former land holder? 

Yes, and there is another matter of Corruption of Blood. Historically, Corruption of Blood and its legal 

consequence were only pertinent in connection with treason and felonies. Whereas, the grantee was said to 

“hold of” the land in exchange for supplying the grantor a service such as farming, trade, etc. 

But when the grantee was convicted of a felony, or guilty of treason to the grantor, he breached his 

obligation and consequently the land and property reverted back to the grantor. 

I see no difference today. 

In fact, the matter is far worse today. Treason has evolved into a world-wide system of deprivation, 

starvation, and killing (without justice) of the original land grantors and their heirs. 

How did you come to these finds? 

Examining their former laws, which since has been replaced with the Law of MA’AT; I discovered the 

misuse and misdirection that allowed the former Papal Rule/Western Civilization to usurp the positon of 

Lands they colonized. 

And remember, a colony was granted to allow the foreigners a means to establish commerce; trading post, 

trading counter in those regions. Clearly not in accordance to what the colonist have done;  illicit a 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/10/nazi-experiments-leads-to-decolonization-of-norway-2483308.html
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deliberate and systematic extermination of the heirs, steal the land and its resources for profit and set-up a 

world-wide commodity off the life of the remaining progeny. 

In looking at Title 21 U.S.C. ß881, it goes far beyond asserting that the federal government has a vestigial 

property interest in all property. It states, “The following shall be subject to forfeiture to the United States 

and no property right shall exist in them…” http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/21/881 

 

Any attorney or Judge would recognize this as the language of a fee simple subject to a condition 

subsequent. In such a grant, the owner conveys property to the grantee subject to a condition on its use. If 

the condition is violated, the property reverts to the grantor by operation of law. A judicial decree merely 

confirms the breach; but is not necessary where the evidence is obvious, as in the case of Anglo-Saxons 

(Germanic descendants) claiming to be The People, who are Indigenous to All Lands. 

 

But, it raises the question of when, where, and how did Norway, the United States, and any other Nation-

State come to hold title over property? Since states did not exist before the formation of their various 

constitutions, it would have to be interpreted they were Granted the use of property by another, The People. 

We can all agree that grants of property and power have been extinguished due to the systemic killings and 

deprivation of life of those grantors and their progeny, by those who colonized their land. 

 I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, Creator, God, 
ELOHIM 

 
[So It Is] 

[Decreed on November 13, 2014] 

Source: http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/11/norways-oil-field-of-gold-runs-black-to-the-tune-

of-860-billion-2483500.html 

http://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2014/11/norway-loses-860-billion-sovereign-wealth-fund-to-

indigenous-land-owner-2854792.html 
 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/11/norways-oil-field-of-gold-runs-black-to-the-tune-of-860-billion-2483500.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2014/11/norways-oil-field-of-gold-runs-black-to-the-tune-of-860-billion-2483500.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2014/11/norway-loses-860-billion-sovereign-wealth-fund-to-indigenous-land-owner-2854792.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/press-releases/2014/11/norway-loses-860-billion-sovereign-wealth-fund-to-indigenous-land-owner-2854792.html
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Declarations Being Read…Sound Tampering  

November 22, 2014 
 

The sound was tampered with, however the videos will be edited and uploaded nonetheless; 

as it is the intent (and view of the oral reading) which needs to be recorded. The material 

which is being read is all taken from this document on the website. 

 
 

Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJ9Cumd0Jw8 

Saturday, November 22, 2014 the Declarations were Read from 12:45 – 4:15PM  

at the Use-It / UngInfo Tourist Office, http://www.unginfo.oslo.no/ 

 

 
 

Declarations being Read-22Nov14-pt1 

Declarations being Read-22Nov14-pt2 

Declarations being Read-22Nov14-pt3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.unginfo.oslo.no/
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/declarations-being-read-22nov14-pt1.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/declarations-being-read-22nov14-pt2.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/declarations-being-read-22nov14-pt3.png
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qJ9Cumd0Jw8
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/declarations-being-read-22nov14-pt1.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/declarations-being-read-22nov14-pt2.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/declarations-being-read-22nov14-pt3.png
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INFORMED CONSENT  

  

Click image to watch video :  

 

What you will notice from the 1921 Tulsa 

Oklahoma massacre,  to the 1930’s 

Holocaust, to present-day Norway is 

the pattern is always the same - Destroy,  

Steal property, Jewelry, Burn their homes 

or render them homeless. Same 

formula. * 

In my case, stolen clothes to replace them 

with worn and torn ones. Even  stole my 

Do More Good Deeds T- shirt!  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reN32ieWQpI 

 

Halls-of-MAAT (Pdf) 

https://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/about/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reN32ieWQpI
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/halls-of-maat.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=reN32ieWQpI
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Establish Shelter/ Replenish Lost Property 

November 25, 2014 

 
On September 25, 2014 an order was issued for shelter and replacement of lost property. Two month 

later I am still without the required shelter or property. 

Accommodations: 

Below is a realtor that currently have accommodations for me in their system. Please contact them 

immediately to complete the process.  

-Camilla Berge (Office: 47 930 10 009 Fax: 47 22 55 38 80)  

Winter Items (below): The attached order was placed on November 11, 2014 and is waiting fulfillment. 

Please contact immediately to process. 

Order for Sovereign Crown Denderah-

Jentesport_AS (Pdf) 

Jentesport AS  

Kristine Urke, Manager/Tlf: 22 66 22 77 

Computer Order (right): 

The attached pdf order was placed on 

November 11, 2014 for the replacement 

of lost computer items. The order is 

waiting fulfillment. Please contact 

immediately to process. 

page 1:Computer order for Sovereign Crown Denderah-11Nov12 (Pdf) 

page 2:Computer order for Sovereign Crown Denderah-11Nov12-page2 

(Pdf) 

Eplehuset Computer Store: Oslo City 

Telefon: 73202400 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/order-for-soverieng-crown-denderah-jentesport_as.pdf
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/order-for-soverieng-crown-denderah-jentesport_as.pdf
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/computer-order-for-sovereign-crown-denderah-11nov12.pdf
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/computer-order-for-sovereign-crown-denderah-11nov12-page21.pdf
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/order-for-soverieng-crown-denderah-jentesport_as.png
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/computer-order-for-sovereign-crown-denderah-11nov12.png
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SUBMIT MY WILL TO: Tore Schei, Liv Gjølstad, Steinar Tjomsland, Magnus Matningsdal, Jens 

Edvin A. Skoghøy, Karl Arne Utgård, Ingse Stabel, Toril Marie Øie, Bård Tønder, Clement Endresen, 

Hilde Indreberg, Arnfinn Bårdsen, Bergljot Webster, Wilhelm Matheson, Kristin Normann, Ragnhild 

Noer, Henrik Bull, Knut H. Kallerud, Per Erik Bergsjø, Arne Ringnes, Wenche Elizabeth Arntzen. 

Tlf: 22 03 59 00 / Fax: 22 33 23 55 

post@hoyesterett.no 

 

 

PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING-FILING 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, Creator, 

God, ELOHIM 

 

[So It Is] 

[Decreed on November 25, 2014] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:post@hoyesterett.no
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NOTICES SERVED 
December 1 - 4, 2014 

 

 

Press Releases, Public Notices, Proclamations, U.N. Charter Member Agreements, U.N. Convention 

Violations, and Charges has all  been delivered to the Norwegian Administrative Offices (formally 

known as The Supreme Court of Norway and Oslo Tingrett). 

 

On December 01, 2014 at 3:00pm Norwegian administrative document (formerly Oslo Tingrett/ District 

Court, dated January 17, 2013) was verified by Caroline Bengtsson  (administrative staff) with an 

official stamp attesting to the fact the event outlined in the article (affidavit), Unlawful Detainment and 

Kidnapping U.N. Violations was their system. 

December 02, 2014 a video was produced noting the received acknowledgement from the Norwegian 

administrative office (formerly Oslo Tingrett) of Unlawful Detainment by the reading of article §99 of the 

Norwegian Constitution. 

The Norwegian Constitution 

 99 [Arrest, Military Force] 

(1) No one may be taken into custody except in the cases determined by law and in the manner prescribed 

by law. For unwarranted arrest, or illegal detention, the officer concerned is accountable to the person 

imprisoned. 

The video also outlines the real indigenous lineage of The People of the Northern Lands, known as 

Scandinavia. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wT0igQcuRJw 

December 03, 2014 the Complete Press Release with the for mentioned documents were delivered to Ms. 

Bengtsson at the Norwegian administrative office (formerly Oslo Tingrett). 

Ms. Bengtsson was informed the documents included charges against officers of their administration for the 

arrest, detainment, kidnapping and trafficking of my physical body. Included with the documents was a 

Certificate of Service: Charge Settlement sheet which gave a list of legal terms as follows: 

Serve: 
1. To make legal delivery of the Notice or Process 2. To present a person with a Notice or Process 

Service: 
1. The formal delivery of a writ, summons, or other legal process. 

2. The formal delivery of some other legal notice. 

http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2013/01/24/unlawful-detainment-and-kidnapping/
http://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2013/01/24/unlawful-detainment-and-kidnapping/
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/maat2.jpg
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Personal Service: 

1. Actual delivery of the Notice or Process to whom it is directed. 

(Black’s Law Dictionary 9
th

 Ed. 2009) 

Ms. Bengtsson was informed, since the parties involved are officers of their “court”, the charge is personally 

delivered to her administrative office. 

Ms. Bengtsson asked if I had an address, or a phone. I informed her I did not have an address (legal term), I 

was indigenous. I also informed her I did not have a phone; however, I left her with three (3) alternative 

means in which to contact me. 

Norwegians Head Administrative Office, known as The Supreme Court of Norway 

 
Excerpt from their public literature: 

The Constitution of 1814 provided for Norway to have its own Supreme Court, which was established in 

1815. Until 1815, the Supreme Court was located in Denmark. [Note: Denmark is Danmark. Mark means 

Land, thus Land of the Dans, Danu] 

The Supreme Court heads both civil and criminal cases, cases between private parties and cases between 

private parties and the State. Compared with other countries the jurisdiction of the Norwegian Supreme 

Court is very broad. It is a criminal court, a civil law court, an administrative court and a constitutional court 

all in one. In many other countries, one or more of these kinds of matters are dealt with by separate, 

specialized courts. 

On December 04, 2014 the complete Press Release, and all forementioned documents were presented to the 

Administrative Offices known as The Supreme Court of Norway. [Please be informed. A court is a 

complaint, and a court is also a Bank.] 

The documents were received by Camilla Johansen who is an Adviser in the Administrative Unit. 

Delivering the documents was meet with great aversion and lawless tactics. The information was explained 

orally to Ms. Johansen and Elisabeth Frank Sandall who works in the Case-handling Unit. 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/norwegians-administrative-office-fromerlly-known-as-the-supreme-court-of-norway.png
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The legal definition of Serve (as noted above) was read to Ms. Johansen, and she was informed of the other 

mediums used to inform her office and the public at large; declarations sent to post@hoyesterett.no , 

messages left on their Facebook page, Press Releases and Declarations placed on bulletin boards at the Law 

University and the University of Oslo Main Library at Blindern. 

Ms. Johansen asked, “is that you?” while pointing to the NAME (corporate fiction) on the paper from the 

Administrative Office known as Oslo Tingrett . I told her that was not me, and informed her that charges 

outlined in Press Release on September 1, 2014 (and affidavit written as an article: Unlawful Detainment 

and Kidnapping- U.N. Violations) stemmed from actions by her officers on my physical body 

(emphasizing physical body. And I AM not an artificial person). 

I informed her these documents were presented yesterday, December 3
rd

 to the Administrative Office known 

as Oslo Tingrett. 

I further informed Ms. Johansen additional charges were being laid against Norway per their United Nations 

Charter Member Agreements and briefly showed her those that applied to me, as an indigenous Being on the 

Land of my ancestors; and the subsequent violations her officers and citizens committed per those 

agreements. 

She asked what she should do with the documents and begin to inform me of the different functions her 

administrative offices performed. I informed her since these charges involved U.N. agreement and treaty 

violations committed on an indigenous being, myself, she needed to present it to the Judges in her 

administrative office, formerly known as The Supreme Court. 

Ms. Johansen signed the coversheet, and I printed my title and noted the [their calendar] date and time. I 

told Ms. Johansen I needed to place the names on the coversheet for the intended parties. I walked to over to 

my bag to get the names and turned to see Ms. Johansen on the stairs leaving. I asked her why was she 

leaving as I clearly informed her I wanted to place the names onto the coversheet. She told me that was 

enough and proceeded to leave. I asked would she make me a copy of the coversheet she just signed so I 

would have a record of it. She said no. I then told her to return the coversheet as I needed some record of 

receipt. She continued to leave. 

ON RECORD: The intended parties are as follows: Tore Schei, Liv Gjølstad, Steinar Tjomsland, Magnus 

Matningsdal, Jens Edvin A. Skoghøy, Karl Arne Utgård, Ingse Stabel, Toril Marie Øie, Bård Tønder, 

Clement Endresen, Hilde Indreberg, Arnfinn Bårdsen, Bergljot Webster, Wilhelm Matheson, Kristin 

Normann, Ragnhild Noer, Henrik Bull, Knut H. Kallerud, Per Erik Bergsjø, Arne Ringnes, 

Wenche Elizabeth Arntzen 

Material Collection: The information which was presented to both these administrative offices was very 

costly, not in the form of fiat currency (which I do not deal in) but in time and energy; which constitute 

traveling to different locations for copies (color), verifications, and computer use. 

 Lawful 

Licit; legally warranted or authorized. 

The terms lawful and legal differ in that the former contemplates the substance of law, whereas the latter 

alludes to the form of law. A lawful act is authorized, sanctioned, or not forbidden by law. A legal act is 

performed in accordance with the forms and usages of law, or in a technical manner. In this sense, illegal 

approaches the meaning of invalid. For example, a contract or will, executed without the required 

formalities, might be regarded as invalid or illegal, but could not be described as unlawful. 

mailto:post@hoyesterett.no
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The term lawful more clearly suggests an ethical content than does the word legal. The latter merely denotes 

compliance with technical or formal rules, whereas the former usually signifies a moral substance or ethical 

permissibility. An additional distinction is that the word legal is used as the synonym of constructive, while 

lawful is not. Legal fraud is Fraud 

implied by law, or made out by construction, but lawful fraud would be a contradiction in terms. Legal is 

also used as the antithesis of equitable, just. 

As a result, legal estate is the correct usage, instead of lawful estate. Under certain circumstances, however, 

the two words are used as exact equivalents. A lawful writ, warrant, or process is the same as a legal writ, 

warrant, or process. 

Source: West's Encyclopedia of American Law, edition 2. Copyright 2008 The Gale Group, Inc. All rights 

reserved. 

Lawlessness 

Lawlessness  (noun) actions in defiance of the law, criminal anarchy, disreputable conduct, felonious 

connuct, havoc, illegal conduct, insidious behaviour, insubordination to the rule of law, irresponsible 

conduct, lawbreaking activity, mutinous conduct, outlawed conduct, rebellious conduct, recalcitrant 

conduct, revolutionary conduct, riotous behaviour, seditious activity, subversive actions, uncontrolled 

actions, ungovernable actions, unlicensed behaviour, unsuppressed conduct, untoward behaviour, 

unwarrantable behaviour, wrongful action. 

Associated Concepts: International Law, Rule of Law source: http://legal-

dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/lawlessness 

Final Analysis 
Although spoken orally to Ms. Johansen that the Judges of their administrative offices, formerly known as 

The Supreme Court of Norway, were the intended parties of the documents (per their position in handling 

matters relating to U. N. agreements), her reluctance to add the names to the coversheet will not impede the 

process. The information has been in the public domain for three months, as of September 01, 2014;  and as 

the Law of MA’AT supersedes all rules of law and courts, the Roman court, and all its former affiliate 

courts and laws are subservient to it. 

As noted to the International Court of Justice, dated December 1-5, 2014, I am without shelter, food and the 

replacement of property stolen and destroyed. 

Let it be known, the process of re-establishing Divine Law, The Law of Ma'at; which is Truth, Justice and 

Balance cannot be stopped nor delayed by mere technicalities, and the obstruction of process. 

You are having the biggest trail in History, the judgment of yourself. While you are trying to judge 

others you are being judged by your lack of action and concern. Your deeds will Resound! 

http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Fraud
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/havoc
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/illegal+conduct
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/International+Law
http://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/lawlessness
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/gates1.jpg
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Norge Hoyesteretts (SUPREME COURT OF NORWAY) 

fined 1,000,000 (One Million) NOK per day for U.N. Violations 

December 12, 2014 

 

Obstruction of Justice: 
The integrity of the judicial system depends on the participants’ acting honestly and without fear of 

reprisals. 

We treat noncompliance with disdain, and for good reason. After all, what does it mean to be a 

law if violation is permitted? And what does it mean to be a legal system if disobedience is 

tolerated? This contempt for noncompliance is such that we scorn the legal system that fails to 

uphold its own rules.                                 –Noncompliance and the International Rule of Law 

Western society was described as: 

The rule of law is at the heart of our society; without it there can be neither peace, nor order, nor good 

government. The rule of law is directly dependent on the ability of the courts to enforce their process and 

maintain their dignity and respect. 

R.A. Blair J. stated of the import of contempt in the administration of law and justice: 

No society which believes in a system of even-handed justice can permit its members to ignore, disobey, or 

defy its laws and its court orders at their whim because in their own particular view it is right to do so. A 

society which countenances such conduct is a society tottering on the precipice of disorder and injustice. – 

Surgeoner v. Surgeoner (1991) 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/417.jpg
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 The above outlines are the views on Justice by those charged to uphold it.   

It should be understood that a process must be followed for the “Rule of Law” to work.  

The Norwegian administrative offices known as, Oslo Tingrett (District Court of Norway) and Norge 

Hoyesteretts (Supreme Court of Norway), where both presented information attesting to their U.N. Charter 

member agreements in relation to myself (Indigenous, Stateless, Protected Person Being), as well as the 

thefts, damaged property, and assaults experienced at the hands of their citizens, and the lack of shelter and 

scarce food. 

Norwegian Constitution 

§ 110c [Human Rights] 
It is the responsibility of the authorities of the State to respect and ensure human rights. Specific 

provisions for the implementation of treaties hereof are determined by law. 

*see above section on U.N Charter Member Agreements (Treaties).                

http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/no00000_.html 

It is winter, the weather is cold and I am without shelter. My work is constantly interfered with, and 

interrupted.  I have to use public computers that all seem to experience various problems, which constitutes 

work being lost (not saved). 

The clothing and footwear I am in NEED of are to be presented in the same manner they were initially- 

New.  Orders were placed to replenish stolen and damaged property (accommodations, computer, clothes 

and winter boots) but have yet to be fulfilled. 

The Norwegian  administrative officer, Camilla Johansen was informed and given instructions to give the 

Judges of her administration this material, and inform them of my status  as outlined above in Notices 

Served,  December 1- 4, 2014; so it is with full knowledge and intent that I am left in these conditions. 

Because of the formentioned violations the administrative office of  Norge Hoyesteretts (Supreme Court of 

Norway) will be fined 1,000,000 Norwegian Krone (NOK)  every day I am without shelter, and the 

replenishment of my stolen and damaged property. 

[Note: Obtaining food from Blue Cross is very difficult, and often  met with aversion from the people who 

are charged in criminal activity (Police (acting as corporate officers) and their use of Norwegian citizens to 

commit various offences.] 

SUBMIT MY WILL TO: Tore Schei, Liv Gjølstad, Steinar Tjomsland, Magnus Matningsdal, Jens 

Edvin A. Skoghøy, Karl Arne Utgård, Ingse Stabel, Toril Marie Øie, Bård Tønder, Clement 

Endresen, Hilde Indreberg, Arnfinn Bårdsen, Bergljot Webster, Wilhelm Matheson, Kristin 

Normann, Ragnhild Noer, Henrik Bull, Knut H. Kallerud, Per Erik Bergsjø, Arne Ringnes, 

Wenche Elizabeth Arntzen.Tlf: 22 03 59 00 / Fax: 22 33 23 55 post@hoyesterett.no 

PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING – FILING 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers:EL, Creator and God. 

[So It Is] 

 

[Decreed on December 12, 2014] 

 

http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/no00000_.html
mailto:post@hoyesterett.no
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 http://beforeitsnews.com/the-law/2014/12/supreme-court-of-norway-fined-1000000-one-million-nok-per-

day-for-u-n-violations-2456094.html 

 

 

 

 

 

 

file:///C:/Users/kiosk_user/Desktop/beforeitsnews.com/the-law/2014/12/supreme-court-of-norway-fined-1000000-one-million-nok-per-day-for-u-n-violations-2456094.html
file:///C:/Users/kiosk_user/Desktop/beforeitsnews.com/the-law/2014/12/supreme-court-of-norway-fined-1000000-one-million-nok-per-day-for-u-n-violations-2456094.html
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Norwegian District Court (Oslo Tingrett ) 

Debt Collection Notice Submitted 

December 17, 2014 

 

The below order was submitted to Simon Rønneberg of the Norwegian Administrative Office (Oslo Tingrett 

(District Court)) for Debt Collection on December 17, 2014 (and December 18 with added Signet). 

On December 19, 2014 I was informed by Mr. Rønneberg that he had submitted the document to the 

administrative department incharge of placing orders into their system. When I asked him to provide a copy 

of what was in the system, he could not locate the order. I reminded Mr. Rønneberg that the order included a 

daily 5% penalty for balance unpaid. I also informed him the Norwegian Administrative Offices had this 

information since October 13, 2014. I left Mr. Rønneberg with a copy of the original order and told him I 

would return on Monday, December 22, 2014. 

Monday, December 22, 2014 

As the information has been submitted to the Norwegian Administrative Offices (Oslo Tingrett (District 

Court) three times I asked Mr. Rønneberg to answer the following questions truthfully. 

1. Is the Norwegian Constitution Still in Effect? 

He answered Yes [it was active]. 

2. Is Article §99 of the Norwegian Constitution Still Active? (I showed him the article) 

He answered it was to his knowledge 

3. Is Norway Currently under Military Occupation by Allies or Enemies that would render their 

Laws, their U.N. Treaties / Agreements, or their Constitution null and void?  
 

He answered not to his knowledge.  

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/gates3.jpg
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–He added, he did not know for certain. I asked him, Since he worked in law and for their “Courts”, if 

anyone was to know if these items had been repealed it would be him? He agreed. 

I gave Mr. Rønneberg my contact information and witnessed him enter it into their system. 

Included document: Original Order, October 13, 2014 Norwegian Administrative Offices-Court Order 

 

 

 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/norwegian-administrative-offices-court-order.docx
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/law-of-maat-court-order-17dec14.png
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NOTICE OF NONCOMPLIANCE 

Wednesday, December 24, 2014 

As noted from the above questions, the Norwegian Administration is not under Military threat, their 

administrative procedures (known as “Laws”) are active and their Constitution is still in effect.  

Thus, the 5% daily penalty (Fine) is charged to the Norwegian administrative office (Oslo Tingrett) for 

noncompliance and failure to process the order within the time stipulated. 

[So It Is] 

 I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers:EL, Creator, God, ELOHIM. 

SUBMIT MY WILL TO: Tore Schei, Liv Gjølstad, Steinar Tjomsland, Magnus Matningsdal, Jens 

Edvin A. Skoghøy, Karl Arne Utgård, Ingse Stabel, Toril Marie Øie, Bård Tønder, Clement 

Endresen, Hilde Indreberg, Arnfinn Bårdsen, Bergljot Webster, Wilhelm Matheson, Kristin 

Normann, Ragnhild Noer, Henrik Bull, Knut H. Kallerud, Per Erik Bergsjø, Arne Ringnes, Wenche 

Elizabeth Arntzen.Tlf: 22 03 59 00 / Fax: 22 33 23 55 post@hoyesterett.no 

PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING – FILING 

[Decreed on December 24, 2014] 

[NOTE December 29, 2014: The above order was placed on the front-door of the Norwegian 

Administrative Offices (Oslo Tingrett,C.J. Hambros plass 4 ) on December 24, 2014 at 12:45pm, as their 

office was closed. A few moments later I walked by to see it had been removed. A security guard informed 

me she had taken the information (from the door) and would ensure it was delivered to the intended party. 

As of 13:35pm December 29, 2014 this Press Release has received 5 views (with views originating from 

Norway), hence delivery was received.] 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fine_(penalty)
mailto:post@hoyesterett.no
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/gates.jpg
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When Does a Country Stop Following its own Laws? 

January 13, 2015 

 
When it is no longer a Country. 

The EU system is organized so that the different “peoples” rule themselves in a community through 

institutions to which they have direct access and through which they can exert influence. As a political 

system, the EU has clear experimental features since it establishes its own criteria of legitimacy while not 

being a state in itself. It is based on a democratic constitutionalism of the same type to which Norway 

adheres, the very same ideals of popular sovereignty and human rights that were introduced by the 

American and French Revolutions and that inspired the Norwegian Constitution have produced a 

European order in which the states relinquish state sovereign to ensure peace and increase their 

capacity to act. 

In contrast to Norway, most other 

European countries have formally 

relinquished partial “sovereignty” to the 

EU through constitutional amendments. 

The EU countries have closed their ranks in 

international affairs, in locked -

in supranational cooperation and 

transformed forging policy into domestic 

policy. They have pooled and shared 

sovereignty between them, and have gained 

co-determination of common matters in 

return. They have established a legal and political order, an internal market and a common currency. 

Europeans are free to travel, work, study and invest wherever they want. the abolition of borders and 

customs barriers, trade barriers and protectionism has made Europe the largest market in the world. 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/europa-1.jpg
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The EEA Agreement has constitutional implications. Because in reality it means that Norway participates 

in the internal market on an equal footing with the EU member states. Every government since 1994 

has brought Norway closer to the EU, and a number of parallel agreements have been signed in 

addition to the EEA. These include agreements on border controls (the Schengen Agreement), asylum 

and police cooperation. Norway even puts troops at the disposal of the EU’s Battle groups. 

Approximately three-fourths of the legislation that applies to the member states applies also to 

Norway. 

New agreements have been established over time, and existing agreements have been developed and 

expanded. Their cumulative effects are large and convoluted. When considering the volume of agreements, 

the way in which Norway is affiliated to the EU through the EEA Agreement and the establishment of 

new inspectorates and EU agencies to which Norway renounces sovereignty, they are not left with any 

clear impression on national independence and democracy. On the contrary: Norway has relinquished 

sovereignty in a number of areas through regular majority voting, it pays (through the EEA financial 

contributions) and is subject to EU law on the same basis as the EU member states. Norway has surrendered 

sovereignty without having received anything in return in the form of co-determination that EU membership 

would have granted. 

 

*Of course this idea of state Sovereignty is merely a concept, as a piece of paper cannot have 

the same status as a Living, Breathing, Flesh and Blood Soul-bearing Being. 

The EFTA Surveillance Authority (ESA) has direct authority in issues pertaining to competition and makes 

decisions that have a direct impact on Norwegian enterprises, including fines that can be tried and confirmed 

by the EFTA Court. In these areas, ESA has powers similar to those of the European Commissions. In 

practice, EU legislation takes precedence over Norwegian law. Norway cannot oppose EU directives 

without jeopardizing the EEA Agreement. A right of reservation exists, but to date it remains unused. 
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Has the Constitution been overturned? No, [well] not formally, since Norway can terminate the 

agreement and attempt to go it alone. 

With this form of affiliation, Norway has in reality damaged its democratic chain of rule and achieved the 

opposite of the main objective of voting “no” to EU membership. Self-determination, government by the 

people and democracy were the paramount arguments for a “no” vote in 1994. The credo said that 

Norwegians should not be governed by laws other than those decided by the country’s own authorities. 

Paradoxically, however, voting no to EU membership and making the EEA Agreement our permanent form 

of affiliation has undermined Norwegian Self-determination. 

The old back door method never fails….from EEA to EU 

The integration trap 

Norway has fallen into the integration trap, from which for the time being there is no escape. the way out 

through membership is blocked because of the prevailing EU scepticism. The EU is nearly demonized in 

Norwegian public opinion, and no political parties have put a new referendum on the agenda. it will take a 

huge effort to change public opinion and another solution than a referendum is unthinkable. The other way 

out of the integration trap, termination of the EEA and the other Agreements, is also blocked. In 

theory, Norway could protect her sovereignty and democracy by leaving the EEA and establishing a 

fee-trade agreement with the EU. Evidence indicates, however, that Norway is blocked from obtaining a 

free-trade agreement similar to Switzerland. The EU has no interest in it and signals that more countries 

out to join the EEA model (which was a trap!) which is non-bureaucratic and entails little cost. 

Moreover, Switzerland, which has a great number of agreements with the EU, and it seems to have the same 

problems as Norway in delimiting EU influence. This is because the EU is not an international 

organization such as the WTO, NATO or the UN, which solve problems without infringing on the 

autonomy or identity of their members. The EU is a supranational unit that affects its members and 

changes their identity from being nation-states into becoming member states that pool “sovereignty” 

and share decision-making powers. The EU is not a regular intergovernmental organization, the effects of 

which can be restricted. it is rather a quasi-federal organization. 

So it appears that Norway has lost sovereignty because of the European integration process and it is 

the EU that defines the framework for Norwegian self-governance. For all practical purposes, Norway is 

part of the union, but has no influence. Norwegians must wait in the corridor when decisions are being made 

that affect them. 

Norwegians lost their right to self-determination to EU agreements,  

However there is one hope… 
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Stortinget (was)Called to 

Task 

The EU system is organized so that the different 

“peoples” rule themselves jointly through 

institutions over which they have direct influence. 

the states have relinquished sovereignty, pooled and 

shared it among themselves to rule jointly. Norway 

has attempted to go it alone, to try to ensure self-

determination, but instead have renounced 

sovereignty without receiving compensation that  

co-determination provides. This is a paradox for Norway. 

 

  Remove the Paradox 
 

 

Per the above provision [edits are mine], which was taken from the Norwegian Constitution, 

I AM ready for this to happen. 

 

 

 

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.servat.unibe.ch/icl/no00000_.html
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/norwegian-constitution-article-93.png
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CONSIDER THIS... 

Last year someone asked me, “when are you going back to 

America?” I was so tired of this question by random people I 

blurted-out, “How do you know this isn’t America!” 

Here is an excerpt from the book, 1814-2014 Norwegian Constitution. 

American Inspiration (Red, White and Blue) 

"In the Westerns there is frequently a scene in which one of the heroes walks 

into a bar, prompting a couple of scary-looking men to stand up and say: “You 

guys ain't from here, are ya?” From then on our heroes need to let their fist 

do the talking. 

This scene took place for me personally when, as a young employee at the Norwegian Embassy in 

Washington, D.C., I was in meetings in the Midwest. A co-worker and I were on our way to meet some 

colleagues at a bar, which turned out to have the same name as a truck-stop bar on the outskirts of 

Minneapolis. This resulted in the cab leaving us in a neighbourhood where it was not a good idea to be late 

at night. 

As fine Norwegian adventurers, we thought that we might as well drop in for a beer before we left for home. 

It was then that we heard the famous line from the Western- just as ten tough-looking men rose up from 

their stools. It was obvious to us that two men in suits didn’t belong there. What we didn’t expect was the 

answer we stuttered in response in reality proved the opposite, “No, we’re from Norway.” 

 

"Who are these Norwegian Americans? My grandfather’s Brother was one of them. He first settled in the 

Norwegian District of Brooklyn, in Julekake (Christmas cookie) Avenue. Much was unknown. He was 

especially anxious about Meeting those he called “burned Stavanger boys”, who today are known as 

African Americans." 

Stavanger is a city and municipality in 

Norway. The city is the third-largest urban 

zone and metropolitan area in Norway. 

Today Stavanger is considered the center 

of the oil industry in Norway and is one of 

Europe’s energy capitals and is often 

called the oil capital.  

 

http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stavanger  

 

Video: Burned Stavanger Boys 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z7BsM4HLtSM 

 

http://no.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stavanger
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/12/1814-2014.png
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z7BsM4HLtSM
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Affirming that peoples may, for their own ends, freely dispose of their natural 

wealth and resources without prejudice to any obligations arising out of 

international economic co-operation, based upon the principle of mutual 

benefit, and international law, 

5. Immediate steps shall be taken, in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories 

or all other territories which have not yet attained independence, to transfer all 

powers to the peoples of those territories, without any conditions or 

reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed will and desire, 

without any distinction as to race, creed or colour, in order to enable them to 

enjoy complete independence and freedom. 

http://www.un.org/en/decolonization/declaration.shtml 

(Cont’d from book)  

"All Americans care about their origin. Only a few call themselves pure American, 

but rather 50 percent this, ten percent that. Ten percent is often enough. Norwegian 

Americans are, like other Americans, pragmatic. They do not necessarily have to 

celebrate the 17th of May on May 17th itself. They might just as easily celebrate it on 

the 16th , 18th or 22nd. It is easier to celebrate that kind of thing on a weekend. That 

is how I held my 17th of May, with a speech. It was on May twenty-something, among 

some Norwegian-Americans in a roadside ditch outside Baltimore, called chicken hill 

road. However, rarely have I felt more Norwegian." 

Rarely have I felt more Norwegian? In a roadside ditch outside Baltimore? Called 

Chicken Hill!? 

 WHAT DOES THIS MEAN!? 

 
Decolonization-and-the-United-nations-charter-member-agreement (Pdf) 
how-do-you-know-this (Norway) isnt-america (Pdf) 

http://www.un.org/en/decolonization/declaration.shtml
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/decolonization-and-the-united-nations-charter-member-agreement.pdf
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/how-do-you-know-this-norway-isnt-america.pdf
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/1.jpg
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The Final Solution 
 

“At some point you are going 

to have to acknowledge the 

World you are in, there is no 

other World.  

So see the truth of what it is you 

are involved in. You are the 

World You Created. And when 

you cease to exist, the world 

cease to exist. But first you must face the World that you created.  

Whether you created it by Indifference, Intolerance, or In excess. You must at some 

point look at what you’ve done. Life is not going to take you back.  And in that 

despair, which is transcendence, you will find the ancient understanding. That the 

Philosopher’s Stone will always be found, Despised and Buried in the Mud. 

This may seem like a small thing in the face of annihilation- until annihilation occurs. 

And then all the Grand Designs and Grand Plans are revealed for what they are.” 

It becomes futile at this point to argue as the evidence is overwhelming that these 

Germanic Tribes which occupy lands are not The Indigenous People found there.  

The majority of this overwhelming evidence comes from their scholars, as illustrated in the above 

clip. However what is most indicative of this supplant are their laws, U.N. Charter Agreements, 

administrative procedures and constitutions. 

In an attempt to cover this theft mechanisms where created to annihilate all existence of these 

Global Empires. The most notable being, The Final Solution, the Holocaust. 

The Final Solution was the Nazis euphemistic* term to annihilate the melaninated (dark skinned) 

people of Europe, called Jews. They formulated procedures that resulted in killing the many 

European Jews, Jewish people. 

*The Nazis (past and current) use euphemisms, which is their normal mode of communication, 

when talking about killing and disenfranchise. Such as, Orange is the New Black, Going Green, and 

Natural Resource. 

These final measures, methods and tactics can be seen today all over the world.  The Nazi 

persecution of the Jews was through intimidation, expropriating their property, money, and 

encouraging them to emigrate. 

Later special facilities were established to "facilitate" the Jews emigration, such as holding camps, 

which would later transport them into their final destination. 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/final-solevolution.png
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Heinrich Himmler was the chief architect of the plan, which came to be called the Final Solution to 

the Jewish Question. 

The Nazis established mobile killing units of the SS Officers and Police, Transportation to camps 

for gassing facilities, all this took place before the plans for the Final Solution were even fully 

implemented.  

Raul Hilberg, in his book The Destruction of the European Jews (1961), was the first historian to 

systematically document and analyse the Nazi project to kill every Jew in Europe. 

Hilberg's analysis of the steps that led to the destruction of European Jews states that it was "an 

administrative process carried out by bureaucrats in a network of offices spanning a continent." 

Hilberg divides this bureaucracy into four components or hierarchies: the Nazi Party, the Civil 

Service, Industry (Business), and the Armed Forces (Military/ Police)—their cooperation is viewed 

as "so complete that we may truly speak of their fusion into a machinery of destruction." 

 

Important Update: It has been noted that my research has been interrupted on many occasions- 

thefts and damaged computers and equipment. However, the methods and tactics used have not been 

addressed, until now. As recently as today, January 15, 2015, at 6:00pm I am still being attacked 

and assaulted by those working on behalf of the Norwegian Police (who themselves work for 

corporate interest). 

This recent attack took place while approaching the Blindern Campus Main Library. 

As in all assaults, there was a middle-aged white person nearby; parked in a car with high-beams on, 

3 ft way from me at right was a Gray 4-door mini-van (license #CV628512?). While walking up the 

hill I was approached by a middle-eastern man, late 20’s –early 30’s, average height and weight. 

Without saying a word he grabbed my umbrella and bent it in an attempt to break it. Afterwards he 

said he wanted me to walk on the other side of the sidewalk, then grabbed me by my shoulders and 

attempted to throw me to the other side; where the white-male had is high-beams directed. At one 

point the middle-aged white-male got out of the car and moved to the back of the vehicle opened the 

cargo door and just stood there. 

The above should not be seen as an isolated incident. While working I am frequently accosted by the 

same phenotype, (middle-aged white people, and middle-eastern males).  

In light of this recent assault, unfulfilled judgment orders and the continued noncompliance of 

Dwellings and food (I am still without shelter, sleeping various strange and cold places. I do not 

want, nor is it good for my health to consume food issued by Blue Cross, where the people that 

attacked me are), Replacement of computers and Stolen items; additional orders will be issued. 

February 06, 2015: 

I was just attacked in the women’s bathroom at the University of Oslo Blindern Campus at 8:00am 

by a paramilitary man working as a cleaning staff.  

Incident: I heard someone enter the bathroom, then the lights went off, then came back on as 

someone banged on the wall to the adjourning stall. Then it tried to open the door to the stall I 

was in. When I looked out the door, I saw this man just standing there facing the wall. I told him to 

get out of the bathroom as I was using it. He tried to say he was doing his job. (Facing the wall, just 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Destruction_of_the_European_Jews
http://www.ub.uio.no/english/about/organisation/uhs/uhs/about-gsh.html
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standing there?) Then he begins cursing at me.  He walked towards the door of my stall, (I closed the 

door and locked it) he banged on the door all the while cursing. This went on for about 5 mins. Once 

he left I told a cleaning lady, she told me his name was Shammy. He was over 6ft, 250-300lbs 

wearing a striped black and white shirt. 

This is just on the heels to their most recent theft of my belongings, Feb. 4, 2015. 

Note: I am still without shelter and it is the middle of winter in the arctic region. 

For the past few weeks I have been sleeping (sitting upright) on tires leaning against a cold wall. 

Looking for anyplace to try and stay warm. 

It is clear these people who call themselves Norwegian cannot be who they purport to be. Any Soul-

bearing being would not part-take in a system that would create these conditions, and worse yet, 

ignore their own procedures to do so. Food offered at Blue Cross constantly makes me ill and is 

under distress. Clearly the society they are attempting to create would not be one which is beneficial 

to life. 

February 9, 2015 

On Feb. 4th my belongings was taken and removed out of the lockers they were stored without my 

consent or presence. Today I viewed where they were taken. It must be noted, two bags of a locker’s 

content were not mine; the other bags (content of lockers) where there should have been two bags 

per locker, there’s one. Because orders not to remove (or hinder my access to) my belongings where 

violated, the penalty (fine) will be upheld and order issued. 

The Most Ancient Of Them All. 

1st person: She is a Princess, actually a Queen. 

2nd person: uhhh? Does she know? 

1st person: Yes, she knows. So we should give her 

what she asks for. 

2nd person: A princess from where? 

1st person: Norway. 

2nd person: Uhhhh! did the prince have an affair or 

something? 

1st person: No. And they are not really royalty. 

They are actually Germans, kin to the Queen of 

England. The British Monarchs have been trying to 

kill the real heirs for a long, long time. 

2nd person: So she is part of the ancient royalty. 

1st person: Yes, the most ancient of them all. 

The above conversation was Duly Noted.  
[I would like to add, the ghost ship that brought the Black Plague to Norway originated in England.] 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/denderah.jpg
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YOU MUST KNOW WHO YOU REALLY ARE  

 

ONE OF THE PEOPLE, OR ONE OF THE CITIZENS? 

 

The following information will clarify some of the finer points which have been discussed throughout this 

Press Release-Public Notice. 

 

The first issue to be resolved in any court proceeding is that of jurisdiction. Does the one entity have 

jurisdiction over the other entity? Never go into any court without a clear comprehension as to whether you 

are there as a citizen, or there as one of the people. 

Lawful and  Legal: 

Anything that is lawful refers to the constitution and natural law, or the law of Nature which is a system of 

law that is determined by nature, god and so it is universal.  

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/just-people.jpg
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Anything that is legal refers to statutes and codes. Statutes are laws made by government (legislative 

bodies), and regulations issued by government agencies. In other words, statutes are the laws between 

governments and artificial entities (citizens, corporations, states, etc.). 

If you claim you are a citizen of any nation or state, then it is strongly implied (though not necessarily true) 

that you are subject to the laws of States. If you are one of the People, then it is legally implied that you are 

a Lawful King/Queen (or peerage to a Lawful King/Queen), with a sovereignty superior to States, Statutes, 

Governments, etc.  

In hierarchy it is: the People (those that are connected to the real heirs) are superior to governments, 

governments are superior to its citizens. And the citizens are the financial surety which provides life for the 

system. 

 

 PEOPLE / GOVERNMENT/ CITIZENS 

Heirs are entitled to all the rights which formerly belonged to their progenitors.  You can do what you want 

to do when you want to do it. You have your own property and your own courts. There is no limit as to what 

you may do other than the natural limits of the universe. You have no allegiance to anyone. Governments 

were [public] servants, and were suppose to have an allegiance to you; however now their allegiance is to 

corporations. 

As a citizen, you are only entitled to whatever your government grants to you. You have no rights. If you 

wish to do something that would be otherwise illegal, you must apply for a license giving you special 

permission. If there is no license available, and if there is no specific permission granted in the statutes, then 

you must apply for special permission or a waiver in order to do it. 

Your only allegiance is to your government, and that allegiance is mandated by your government’s law.  

a typical example: 

As a citizens, you may not travel by automobile unless you are either a licensed motor vehicle driver, or you 

are a passenger with permission to be on board. Gun ownership is a privilege subject to definition and 

regulation. You do not have a right to a jury trial in all cases, and no right to grand jury indictment–a trial is 

a trial by the government, not the people. 

 

As one of the People, your inalienable rights are limitless. You many travel as freely as the wind.  see: 

REMOVE PRESUMPTIONS. 

Historical reference will continue to be added to this section. In the meantime, please refer to the 

following edicts (law announcements) below. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://domoregooddeeds.wordpress.com/2014/07/29/all-nations-constitutions-are-trust/
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Norwegians Trillion-Dollar Oil Problem just got Deeper. Norway 

Ordered to Stop Drilling!  

January 21, 2015 

 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Northern Lands (formerly Oslo, Norway) —- January 21, 2015 From Beginningless Time 

With the world’s largest Sovereign wealth fund, estimated close to 900 Billion dollars, millionaire 

citizens and the home of Nobel Peace has brought Norway’s claims to Oil to a sketching halt! 

Could there be doubt to this Nation’s claim to property? 

Norway has no sustainable claim to the property, says Sovereign Crown Denderah 

Sovereign Wealth Fund Ranking: http://www.swfinstitute.org/fund-rankings/ 

All is Not Perfect in a Perfect Land. 

The doubt arose when evidence of another people habiting the Northern lands started to surface. 

These earlier people, later to be known as the Vikings, were sea-farers who established a Global 

Trading Empire. 

Lost But Now Found. Corroborated evidence to the heirs was discovered, in all places, a book 

commemorating the 200 yr. bicentennial of the Norwegian Constitution. 

We talk to The Heir to the Land, Sovereign Crown Denderah about this displacement of 

actual history. 

 

 

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://www.swfinstitute.org/fund-rankings/
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Q: You have said the Norwegians do not have the right to Land, Sea, Sea-bed and its 

resources. How can that be when they have been drilling it for about 40 years? 

A: The Norwegians are claiming to be who, and what, they are most certainly are not- indigenous 

and Sovereign.  Their government and its people cannot claim sovereignty from a piece of paper. It 

has no life, no blood, no essence (of its own) and no claim to land. Their Nation-State exists only in 

theory and is housed in a file cabinet in London or the Vatican. Yet they are taking up very real 

property, and using a very real natural resource that does not belong to them. 

It’s time for this charade to come to an end. 

Q: So how did they come to be in such a position? Where did they come from? 

A: We don’t know where these present-day Norwegians came from. They cannot substantiate their 

birth numbers to their current population. So your guess is as good as mine. However, if we were to 

‘entertain’ the notion they are the descendants of the German Wharf, who were given 

trading corners during the 1300s, that still does not explain what happened to the original heirs to 

the land; those that gave them permission to establish trading post. Once those heirs disappeared 

due to forced relocation (run off their land), or killings those agreements became void. They cease 

to exist. Simply put, the Norwegians can only exist if there is a sovereign which grants them rights. 

So they must produce some kind of deed or other document that says they have these rights. 

Q: So the Norwegians cannot drill because they don’t own the rights to oil? 

A: Yes, they do not own the natural resources used to produce oil and gas. Furthermore, they have 

attempted to steal those rights by claiming to be a Protectorate. 

Q: What is a Protectorate? 

A: I will give you the “legal” version first, which is used in international law: protectorate, in 

international law, a relationship in which one state surrenders part of its sovereignty to another. 

It is similar to the mafia. A larger ‘state’ comes onto your territory and tells you it will protect you 

from invading states. Over time the sovereign ‘state’ becomes hostage on their own land and 

subjected to mistreatment by the protectant. 

As in colonial protectors who would reclassify their protectorates into artificial entities, without 

consulting them, thus turning them into a Subjected nation; that which surrenders their economic, 

diplomatic and military power to another who is usually more powerful country in exchange for 

civil protection. 

Q: Is that Legal? 

A: No it is not! It is achieved through intimidation. Take me for example. All the attacks, vandalism 

of property have all been committed by Norwegians, and those entering the land via their EU 

(Schengen) agreement. I have informed both their administrative offices, Norwegian Supreme 

Court, and the Norwegian District Court of the actions of their people, and that I am without 

dwelling, property damage, etc. Yet, the only recourse I receive from them is further attacks. 
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Q: Does this have to do with you not being a part of their system? 

A: Yes, to a large extent it does. Because if one, just one True Sovereign is outside of their system, 

and is aware of their standing and status, then their system cannot be maintained in its current 

capacity. It needs all true sovereigns to be subjects. 

Q: That is a well-organized scheme. You said their scholars are aware of this too? 

A: It appears everyone is aware of it, from the scholar who worked at the Embassy in Washington 

D.C. to the bus driver who gave me that wonderful quote, “We (Norwegians) believe the 

Vikings were Indians from America”. Everyone was aware, except the heirs to the land. 

### 

[decreed on January 21, 2015 From Beginningless Time] 

[So It Is] 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, 

Creator, God, ELOHIM 

 

Source:  http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/01/norwegians-trillion-dollar-oil-problem-just-got-

deeper-norway-ordered-to-stop-drilling-2484494.html 

(Pdf) Norwegians Trillion Dollar Problem Just Got Deeper 

 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/01/norwegians-trillion-dollar-oil-problem-just-got-deeper-norway-ordered-to-stop-drilling-2484494.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/01/norwegians-trillion-dollar-oil-problem-just-got-deeper-norway-ordered-to-stop-drilling-2484494.html
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/norwegians-trillion-dollar-problem-just-got-deeper.pdf
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Indigenous Land Owner Repossess Norway 

January 26, 2015 

 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Northern Lands (formerly Oslo, Norway) – January 26, 2015 From Beginningless Time 

As the government draws its income from much of the population, government debt is an indirect 

debt of the taxpayers. A broader definition of government debt may consider all government 

liabilities, including future pension payments and payments for goods and services the government 

has contracted but not yet paid. 

On October 23, 2014, the order for decolonization issued the arrest of all trade, trade agreements 

and commerce in relation to the region known as Norway. 

Further measures of Postliminium was issued on November 01, 2014, which is a term of public 

international law. The term invalidates all illegitimate acts that an occupant may have performed on 

a given territory. It is applied, in international law, to the recapture of property taken by an enemy, 

and its consequent restoration to its original owner. 

The principle of postliminium, as a part of public international law, is a specific version of the 

maxim ex injuria jus non oritur, providing for the invalidity of all illegitimate acts that an occupant 

may have performed on a given territory after its recapture by the legitimate sovereign. Therefore, 

if the occupant has appropriated and sold public or private property that may not legitimately be 

appropriated by a military occupant, the original owner may reclaim that property without payment 

of compensation. 

Postliminium therefore, according to its original signification, means the right, accruing to anyone 

in consequence of his return home from captivity. 

 

With the loss of their 900 Billion Sovereign Wealth Fund and the accumulated fees resulting 

from penalties*, the Norwegian government and its citizens are in default. 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/closed-norway.jpg
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Repossession becomes an act of necessity and is a “self-help” type of action in which the party 

having right of ownership of the property in question takes the property back from the party who 

took possession of it (whether agreed, implied or usurped), without invoking court proceedings. 

[Note: Courts cannot rule nor make judgments when they lack jurisdiction.] 

*In the issue where willful misconduct was used by the offending party (Norwegian Government 

failure to comply with their administrative procedures, laws, and constitution) in relation to the 

indigenous land owner, no remedy in damages will be offered. 

Willful Misconduct Law & Legal Definition 
Willful misconduct generally means a knowing violation of a reasonable and uniformly enforced 

rule or policy. It means intentionally doing that which should not be done or intentionally failing to 

do that which should be done, knowing that injury to a person will probably result or recklessly 

disregarding the possibility that injury to a person may result. 

http://definitions.uslegal.com/w/willful-misconduct/ 

Therefore, the Norwegian government (nation-state, corporate partners, and international allies) will 

immediately return all public and private commercial property (movable and immovable, real estate, 

including churches, universities, schools, museums, libraries, etc.) to the indigenous land owner 

Sovereign Crown Denderah, effective January 26, 2015. 

Adverse Possession 
This order further includes the adverse possession of all materials relating to public and private, 

endowments, trust, funds or estates*. Furthermore, any attempt to disrupt or remove items, 

particularly personal property stored at the Humanities and Social Sciences Library lockers (Georg 

Sverdrups Hus), will result in a 1,000,000.00 (One Million) fine payable in gold. 

[*Where Trusts, Funds and Estates (endowments) were created and used as instruments in large-

scale land acquisition, these instruments will not be honored; as they were used to displace, murder 

and imprison the indigenous Heirs to the Lands. Therefore, all entrusted estates are declared null 

and void, per the actions of the occupier and offending Nation-States.] 

### 

[decreed on January 26, 2015  From Beginningless Time] 

[So It Is] 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, 

Creator, God, ELOHIM 

Source: http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/01/sovereign-crown-denderah-resolve-to-repossess-

norway-2484580.html 

(Pdf) Indigenous Land Owner Repossess Norway 

[Note: The above directives issued January 21st and January 26, 2015 were handed  to Simon Rønneberg, 

Norwegian Administrative Office (formerly Oslo Tingrett) at 3:15pm on January 29, 2015.] 

http://beforeitsnews.com/r2/?url=http://definitions.uslegal.com/w/willful-misconduct/
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/01/sovereign-crown-denderah-resolve-to-repossess-norway-2484580.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/01/sovereign-crown-denderah-resolve-to-repossess-norway-2484580.html
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/indigenous-land-owner-reposses-norway.pdf
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A Clear Call for Separation, 

Removal of People from Industry 

February 11, 2015 

 

As noted from historical events in this report, personal accounts, activity and the noncompliance of 

their own administrative procedures (law); a call for the separation of people from industry is 

imperative. 

For life to continue, thereby allowed to take its rightful place on the stage of evolution, it becomes 

necessary to remove the offending factor that hinders these events from occurring. 

That is stop the mechanisms which have been put into place to prevent, detain, and delay the 

evolution of soul-bearing beings. 

Mechanisms such as: 

-Thermal imager/ infrared camera for smartphones (and guns) used to seek-out ‘hotspots’ of energy. 

These devices act as beacons with long-range detection, compass, LED light and laser pointer.  

-Xenon headlights on vehicles which produce more glare with less light because of the beam pattern 

and are unsafe to motorist.  

-Red and blue flickering lights and sirens on police cars.  These lights and sonic patterns induce fear 

and negative emotional responses. These sound and light frequencies have been designed to produce 

a distinct biological and physiological response of depression, fear, violence and hopelessness. 

With the influx of nonlethal weapons  and tens of millions invested in the research and 

development of more “media-friendly” weapons for everyday civilian policing, a fear based 

society is emanate.  

The company Raytheon for example produces any of these devices. 

Raytheon a military manufacturing weapons company and the largest producer of guided missiles 

was the pioneer of war-time radar technology. Their latest consumer driven products are fashioned 

into Vehicle headlamps (xenon and krypton filled light bulbs), Television sets, and Movie theater 

projectors: 
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 SEE MORE, HEAR MORE, FEEL MORE– 

Movie projectors in theatres employ xenon arc lamps because they focus the light very 

precisely, producing a bright white light that closely mimics natural daylight. This is 

especially important for IMAX projectors in order to accommodate the IMAX system. 

In true Raytheon ELCAN style, a revolutionary projection system was delivered to IMAX. 

For these large format projection systems, Raytheon ELCAN met the challenge faced due to 

the extremely high operating temperature through the design and fabrication of specialized 

lenses for wide angle and stereoscopic applications. 

Raytheon ELCAN created an unusual 2-part configuration, air spaced, doublet lens system. 

This system did not utilize adhesives, which would only melt under the extreme 

temperatures. 

The IMAX 3D™ process uses two camera lenses to represent the left and right eyes. The two 

lenses are separated by the average distance between a human’s eyes. By recording on two 

separate rolls of film and then projecting them simultaneously, the IMAX 3D creates the 

illusion of 3-dimensions on a 2-dimensional screen. In order to simplify the recording and 

projection process, Raytheon ELCAN helped to create a single-camera, dual-film projector. 

http://www.elcan.com/Experience/SuccessFiles/IMAX.php 

Active Denial System also produced by Raytheon. Military personal says, “Get ready to get toasted like a 

Bagel!”.  

http://breakingdefense.com/2013/11/raytheon-non-lethal-heat-beam-tackles-new-missions/ 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS6UZrN7s04 

[Decreed on February 11, 2015 From Beginningless Time] 

[So It Is] 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, 

Creator, God, ELOHIM 

http://www.elcan.com/Experience/SuccessFiles/IMAX.php
http://breakingdefense.com/2013/11/raytheon-non-lethal-heat-beam-tackles-new-missions/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS6UZrN7s04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LS6UZrN7s04
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Norwegian Government Shutdown 

February 13, 2015

 
The shut-down of an artificial construct 

In the January 21, 2015 Press Release it was noted, the nation-state known as Norway exist only on 

paper in an artificial realm based upon agreements. These agreements, with other artificial actors; 

citizens, allies (other nation-states), agents and international individual and corporate partners are 

the bases which allows this artificial construct to operate. 

The United Nations Charter agreements, most notably Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights and  Decolonization were issued as protocols to protect the soul-bearing habitants of 

the planet. As these agreements were violated to such an extinct, it becomes necessary  to remove 

the artificial structure that enables these violations to continue. 

On February 12, 2015 I attended a technology fair and saw their 

goals for the future; palm-sized swarming drones issued with 

IR/Thermal detection, Missiles, and advanced weaponry 

communications. One weapons company proudly advertise; 

“Whatever the Target” , and offers a civilian product line, in 

addition to its core military products. 

Thus, effective immediately all courts of law, government offices and legal structure administrated 

by the Norwegian Government cease operations. (The removal of all flags (Norwegian or 

otherwise) from buildings.) 

This include: 

 ALL Judges, Court Officers, Government Officers, Law Firms (Law Offices, Attorney-at-

law), administrative and other staff. 

 ALL Police Departments (Law Enforcement Agencies) 

 ALL Military and Paramilitary Units 

 ALL Personnel, Contract Employees, Consultants, and all others associated 

with the forementioned offices/ agencies. 

http://www.nammo.com/what-we-do/technology/
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/nammo-whatever-the-target.jpg
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Any pretext of political, economic, social or educational preparedness for delay will not be 

accepted. Immediate steps are taken without any conditions or reservations, in accordance 

with this order. 

 

These offices new role will be announced on Monday, February 16, 2015 

 

### 
 

 

Source: http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/norwegian-government-shutdown-2484944.html 

(Pdf) Norwegian Government Shutdown-February 13,2015 

[Decreed on February 13, 2015 From Beginningless Time] 

[So It is] 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, 

Creator, God, ELOHIM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/norwegian-government-shutdown-2484944.html
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/immediate-release.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5ZSV1SkO-8
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A Compass Change for Norway  
February 16, 2015 

 

Norwegians Face New Role 

IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Northern Lands- February 16, 2015 

Following the Shutdown of the Norwegian Government, February 13, 2015 
Sovereign Crown Denderah, issued new roles for the Norwegians to follow for 
continued land use. 

Norwegians New Role Announcement: 

All former duties and functions held by Judges and Attorneys (lawyers) cease. 
Their new role will be mediators to provide assistance between disagreeing parties. 
Therefore all benches, chambers, etc. cease to exist.  All new roles administered by former 
Judges and Attorneys as mediators are to be conducted in ordinary rooms. 

Note: Stortinget (the Parliament) no longer have a functioning role. The offices held by 
Stortinget (the Parliament) must be immediately vacated. All former employees, 
consultants, contract workers, etc. must remove all personal property held at Karl Johans 
gate 22 (and any other location), by March 1, 2015. https://www.stortinget.no/en/In-
English/About-the-Storting/ 

https://www.stortinget.no/en/In-English/About-the-Storting/
https://www.stortinget.no/en/In-English/About-the-Storting/
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/brain-mind-picnic1.jpg
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All Former administrative offices (This means The Supreme Court, 6 courts of 
appeal, 66 district courts, 5 land consolidation courts of appeal, 34 land consolidation 
courts and all other courts) will cease to function in their former capacity. Their new role is 
mediation committee to carry out the administrative orders (directives) issued by 
Sovereign Crown Denderah, in relation to their citizens and former business agreements. 

These orders concern, but are not limited to the following: mediation of disputes, 
assist with the relocation of citizens and businesses, reassignment of new roles, the closing 
of factories (such as oil and natural resource refineries, drilling and oil exploration, etc). 

All administrative committees will work in collaboration to facilitate the 
following: 

►All courts (Roman Court, Admiralty Law, Maritime Law, Common Law, Civil Law, 
etc. and all courts house and laws) are replaced by Divine Law (The Law of Ma'at); 
thus, their functions as banks of commerce, i.e. Construction Bonds, cease to exist. 

Therefore the following are to be followed: 

All prisoners will receive mediation between themselves and the injured parties.  Note: If 
the "injured party" was the "state" government, the case is immediately dismissed and any 
implied offending party (prisoner) is released of further obligation. 

►Law Enforcement, Police Departments, Security Companies, Military and 
Paramilitary Units (This means all personnel, consultants, contracted employees and 
janitorial workers. This applies to all jails, prisons, detaining centers, former police office 
building, etc.) 

All duties and offices formerly held by Law Enforcement offices and agencies 
cease to exist. 

Note: Military and Paramilitary units cease to operate (exist), and will not function in any 
capacity or role. Therefore, the immediate removal of all personal property from these 
facilities must be completed before March 1, 2015. 

Their new role is Assistance Committee. 

Weapons: They will not carry any weapons (this includes, but is not limited to Fire arms, 
Stun devices, Handcuffs, Batons, flash-lights (other than those approved per directive), 
etc.). 

Wardrobe: The assistance committee dress consists of ordinary clothes and green 
emergency vest. Their respective functions are inscribed on the vest (ex. Traffic Assistance, 
Public Assistance, etc.). No sunglasses are to be worn. 

Vehicle: All vehicles sirens, red and blue lights are to be dismantled. Vehicles will no 
longer bear any color except white and will display on the front, back and sides the word 
Assist. 
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Vehicle Headlamps: ALL Xenon and LED headlamps must be replaced with non-
ionizing radiation, non-noble gas headlamps. Conventional incandescent headlamps are 
now the standard for all vehicles. Until a vehicle meets the regions standard, conventional 
incandescent headlamp, vehicles are to remain parked and non-operational. 

►All schools, museums, universities, and other centers of education cease 
function: Closed Effective March 1, 2015:  all schools (universities, etc.) are 
closed until further notice pending review, approval and reestablishment of true ancient 
history and academic discoveries. 

Personal Property: Effective immediately all school administrative staff (including but 
not limited to personnel, contract employees (or companies), consultants, students, 
researchers, security staff and companies, etc.) must remove all personal property from 
these locations by February 28, 2015. 

Keys and access cards: Will be collected and turned over to former department head. 
The department head must submit these security items to the information desk at 
Humanities and Social Sciences Library by February 28, 2015. 

Computers, Books, furniture, i.e. "state" property, "endowment" property, “public” 
property, etc.:  Must remain in their current place. 

The above includes all museums, awaiting exhibition of actual artefacts, maps, and true 
representation of images (artworks, paintings, sculptures, etc.). Staff should remove all 
personal property from locations. 

[Note: Any personal property left on the premises after February 28, 2015 will be 
considered gifts to the repossessing Indigenous landowner, Sovereign Crown Denderah.] 

Process: Directives (edicts) are given to the local mediation administration committee 
(formerly Oslo Tingrett). These directives are forward to the appropriate administrating 
committee. 

When the local administrating committee receives notices/ orders/directives (edict), 
they must contact the facilitating committee (i.e Traffic, Assist, Relocation, etc.)  for 
immediate processing (within 24-48 hours), this includes Saturday and Sunday. 

►Work based Compensation: As the debt owed by these present-day occupiers cannot 
be fulfilled, all citizens must work to fulfil debt obligation, and the reestablishment of 
Truth. 

Therefore: 

Location: All citizens will be given an option of relocation to the North, or remain at their 
present location. 

Housing: Those that decide to stay in their present location must participate in the debt 
obligation and reestablishment of Truth directive. Effective February 16, 2015 there is no 
more rent, property taxes, etc. payments. All property has been reclaimed by the 
indigenous land owner, Sovereign Crown Denderah. 
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Food and Supplies: Since there are no trade (commerce) agreements, per the 
Decolonization edict, October 23 2014, all food and supplies will be provided for. 

Licenses and Registrations: These items are no longer needed. 

Additional directives will follow in relation to the relocation of citizens and 
businesses, trade, education and the re-establishment of Ma'at. 

### 

[decreed on February 16, 2015 / From Beginningless Time] 

[So It is] 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, 
Creator, God, ELOHIM 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bD8RaeaolHc 

source: http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/a-compass-change-for-norway-
2484988.html 

source: http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/a-compass-change-for-norway-2484988.html 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/a-compass-change-for-norway-2484988.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/a-compass-change-for-norway-2484988.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/a-compass-change-for-norway-2484988.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bD8RaeaolHc#t=15
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In relation to the foregoing edicts, if there is any business which I am not fully welcomed (without 

delay, disturbance or upset); if such a business does not fully accommodate service requested, this business 

will not function (cease to exist) in this region.   

Accommodations must be provided for at The Grand Hotel of Oslo immediately.  

 

 [Note: The above directives issued February 11th, 13th and 16th, 2015 were handed  to Simon Rønneberg, 

Administrative Committee (Mediation) at 3:45pm on February 16, 2015.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/grand-offering.png
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Northern Lands – Ancient Royalty,  

Sovereign Crown Denderah Issues Edict 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Northern Lands – February 20, 2015 – 

From Beginningless Time  

“You must remove yourself from their 

concept of “Time”, that is a Trap. 

Their cycle (Time) is over!”  

 

Sovereign Crown Denderah  

OFFICIAL ORDERS 

February 20, 2015 From 

Beginningless Time 

 

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY 

TERMINATE ALL ACTIVITY:   

 Military, Police and Paramilitary Forces: An Immediate removal of all paramilitary, European 

Union, allied members agreements, and other forces on the Northern Lands (formerly known as 

Norway). 

 Police has a new role as Assist Committee, per the February 16, 2015 Norwegian’s New Role 

Directive.] 

 Cellphone Communication Industry Agreements: ALL cellphone company provider agreements 

within the Northern Lands (formerly known as Norway) is terminated effective immediately. 

Businesses relating to cellphone service, cellphone purchase, and the like are closed. 

BAN: 

 Cellphone Communications: Ban on All Cellphone Communications use. This includes ALL 

Cellphones, Smart Phones, and Computer Tablets. 

  

 Vehicle, Bicycle Headlamps: Ban on ALL Xenon, Krypton, LED, Blue-discharge headlamps. 

Conventional incandescent headlamps are now the standard for all vehicles. Until a vehicle meets the 

regions standard, conventional incandescent headlamp, vehicles are to remain parked and non-

operational. (This included commercial vehicles, ambulance, Assist vehicles (former Police cars), 

motor bikes, bicycles, hiking headlamp, and flashlights. ALL must be replaced with non-ionizing 

radiation and non-noble gas headlamps). 

  

 Blue Emergency Lights and Siren on ALL Emergency vehicles, i.e. Ambulance 

 

 

 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/a-compass-change-for-norway-2484988.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/a-compass-change-for-norway-2484988.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/a-compass-change-for-norway-2484988.html
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/goddess-hathor.jpg
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CLOSE: 

 All Universities (UiO, Law, Business School, etc.), Schools (primary, secondary), Museums: All 

institutions relating to education including museums must be closed and vacated by March 01, 2015, 

per the February 16, 2015 Norwegians New Role Directive, pending review of curricular. 

REMOVE: 

Statues and Monuments: This includes all statues and Monuments at Schools and Parks (Vigeland Sparken 

(The Monolith, and the others).  [Note: The removed statues and monuments are not to be recycled, nor 

reused, or stored. They must be destroyed.] 

Red Cross display in front of the former Stortinget (Norwegian Government Building) at: This display 

must be removed immediately. [Note: All future displays must receive prior approval from Sovereign 

Crown Denderah.] 

Flags, Flagpoles: All flags and poles must be removed from all buildings, this includes embassies and 

consulates. 

Xenon, Krypton, LED, Blue Energy Lamps and light fixtures: All lamps, building or store number 

lamination, street sign, building light fixtures (and all others) MUST Be Xenon, Krypton, LED, Blue 

Energy light free. They must be replaced with conventional incandescent non-ionizing radiation, non-

noble gas light fixtures/bulbs. [Note: The Blindern Campus (UiO) has Xenon outdoor lamps surrounding 

the property. These lamps and other like them must be removed.] 

TRADE and BARTER: 
As there are no trade agreements in the Northern Lands, all commercial agreements are terminated. To be 

considered in the Northern Lands a RFP (request for proposal) must be submitted along with your trade 

information (formerly known as business plan).Barter Committee will handle all Trade and Barter RFP 

information pending review. 

RELOCATION: 

A SPECIAL NOTICE WILL BE ISSUED IN RELATION TO THE RELOCATION OF 

NORWEGIANS. Relocation Committee will assist in moves and transportation. 

PUBLIC NOTICE – PUBLIC RECORD – RECORDING – FILING 

I AM, Sovereign Crown Denderah-Cherokee-Washitaw-Brothers: EL, Creator, God, ELOHIM 

[So It Is] 

[Decreed on February 20, 2015 From Beginningless Time] 

### 

Announcement: http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/northern-lands-ancient-royalty-sovereign-

crown-denderah-issues-edict-feb-20-2015-2485102.html 

 [Note: The above Official Order (along with announcements Feb. 16, Feb 13, Feb 11, Jan. 26, Jan 21, 

(2015); Nov. 13, Nov. 7, Oct. 30, (2014) on February 20, 2015) were stamped for processing by Simon 

Rønneberg after being read to him on February 20, 2015 From Beginningless Time.] 

http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/northern-lands-ancient-royalty-sovereign-crown-denderah-issues-edict-feb-20-2015-2485102.html
http://beforeitsnews.com/international/2015/02/northern-lands-ancient-royalty-sovereign-crown-denderah-issues-edict-feb-20-2015-2485102.html
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On February 23, 2015 From Beginningless Time 

Document: Debt Collection, Dec. 17, 2014 was re-issued to the 

administration committee(formerly Oslo Tingrett) payment in gold. 

[Note: To pay a debt, you must pay with a substance of value (i.e. 

gold, silver, precious stones, labour.) 

Please note the following provision from The U.N. Convention on 

Stateless Beings (1954): 

Exemption from exceptional measures 

With regard to exceptional measures which may be taken against the 

person, property or interests of nationals or former nationals of a 

foreign State, the Contracting States shall not apply such measures 

to a stateless person solely on account of his having previously 

possessed the nationality of the foreign State in question. 

Contracting States which, under their legislation, are prevented from applying the general principle 

expressed in this article shall, in appropriate cases, grant exemptions in favour of such stateless persons 

beings. [See video: Postliminium] 

Constitution Society: II. Postliminium therefore, according to its original signification, means the right, 

accruing to any one in consequence of his return home from captivity. 

http://www.constitution.org/gro/djbp_309.htm 

 

XII. Concerning the rights of heirs 

It is a clear legal principle that the person of the heir is considered the same as the person of the deceased in 

all that concerns the continuation of ownership of both public and private property.  

Source: Hugo Grotius (1583–1645).  The Rights of War and Peace Translated by A. C. Campbell, 1814 

 

UPDATE AS OF:  February 24, 2015 From Beginningless Time 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xcSoiiclC_s
http://www.constitution.org/gro/djbp_309.htm
https://domoregooddeeds.files.wordpress.com/2014/09/law-of-maat-court-order-17dec14.png

